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Chapter 4

Passive torso methods

Passive torso regions are defined to be all ofthe regions that do not contain a cardiac source,

including the two ventricular regions. The numerical methods implemented to solve for the po-

tential fields within the passive regions of the torso are described in this chapter. As outlined in

Section 2.5, a generalised Laplace equation is used to model the passive regions. The torso ge-

ometry is discretised using finite elements for the electrically anisotropic regions and boundary

elements for the electrically isotropic regions. The application of these two solution methods

to the generalised Laplace equation over a generic domain is described. Both the finite element

and boundary element methods use the basis functions and interpolation formulae described

previously in Section 3.2 and both methods are formulated to use either Lagrange or Hermite

basis functions. The coupling of multiple torso regions is also discussed and the method by

which a dipolar source term may be added to a passive region is outlined.

4.1 The finite element method

The finite element method is used to solve a generalised Laplace equation in regions of the

passive torso that are modelled as being electrically anisotropic (and the fat layer for simplicity).

Included in the formulation that is described in this section for an arbitrary domain, is the ability

to include a field based description of the local underlying microstructure. The generalised
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t12 CHAPTER 4. PASSIVE TORSO METHODS

Laplace equation given by Equation (2.29) is expressed in a weighted residual form as

r
I V '(oY$)cudQ:0

,I
f,

(4.1)

where 0 represents the solution domain, r,,' is a weighting function and o is the conductivity

tensor which is diagonal in a material coordinate system. Applying Green's theorem to Equa-

tion (4.1) gives

ffr
lV.(oVq)ada: | @Vri;) .Voda - I @VE).nudr (4.2)

.t .t .l
C,Qf

where f represents the boundary of the solution domain andn is a unit outward normal vector.

By substituting Equation (4.1) into Equation(1.2) this is reduced to

ff
I @vil .Yad,Q : | (oYg) . nurlr
t" t,

The solution domain is discretised into E finite elements as

n

(4.3)

o-llo 9.4)..-"Y"."

and the domain integral is expressed in terms of the sum of the element integrals. Domain met-

rics are used to form a numerical representation of Equation (4.3) by transforming the integrals

into local element ( coordinates. The expression for the integral over f)" is dependent on the

number of ( coordinates defined. In one dimension the integral is transformed as

E^Iil/̂-t
).l"@)da:L l"Gl U(€)ld6 (4.s)

-"- J" 7-,'tr

where z (r) represents an arbitrary function defined over Q. In two dimensions the transforma-

tion is

> f u@)da: i i i "(€,,{,) rr({,, €,)lrtt,d€, (4.6)
e=l 1!" e=l 'tO 6



4.1. THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

and in three dimensions

,J,.

t!@vd) 
Yurle:ti ro^ vutr (€)td€
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where in all cases the Jacobian, J for the transformation from global to local element coordi-

nates is calculated to be the determinant of the covariant metric tensor g4. For the remainder

of the derivation, only one integral is written and bold type is used to indicate the presence of

the appropriate number of { directions. The integral from the left hand side of Equation (4.3) is

transformed to be

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.r2)

(4.10)

(4.11)

where all of the terms inside the integral are expressed in terms of local element space. The

effective conductivity tensor, ol in { space is calculated from the diagonal conductivity tensor,

of , in material coordinates using a similar procedure to the one described for the collocation

method in Section 3.3.I, i.e.,

The two gradient terms may be expressed as

YQ :Q,, n' :ffn'
Yu= 0u

=tirsg" : AAg"

and the term (oY$) . Vo can then be rewritten in component form,

AF," 0r* AO A€, 0a 0{7("v0.vu:"f nnAAmC

\uk oqi r*: 

- -ffi0{i \uf *

,.0q"}up 0Q 0u ,,:^'--"* }rtA€,A*A€:

The terms ffi ^"a ffi "unbe 
combined to form a contravariant metric tensor, resulting in

(oY$).Va (4.13)
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Substituting these expressions into Equation (4.13) gives

(ovil.vu:6nouat"}ua}vn(() ?v-v9o,t $t4)o Ar, A+ At 0€, :'

Equation (4.14) is then substituted back into Equation (4.8) to return an integral over { space

where all quantities can be calculated.

114

For the Galerkin finite element method,

weighting function c,,, is introduced.

CHAPTER 4. PASSIVE TORSO METHODS

a basis function based representation of / and the

(4.16)

a

t,t

,1

D, l
,.=1 '(l

nl

(ovd) vutr (€)td€: i r" [ "tnkry#U*rt:u'n't./(€)td€ (4 rs)
o

Note that the $ term is taken outside the integral because it is not a function of {. The deriva-

tives of the microstructural coordinates are calculated in the same manner as shown in Sec-

tion 3.3.1. The integral is numerically evaluated in each element using Gaussian quadrature

and is assembled into an element stiffness matrix of size n, x n for Lagrangian basis functions,

where n is the number of local nodes associated with an element. Information on Gaussian

quadrature schemes may be found in Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling & Flannery 0992). The ele-

ment stiffiress matrices are then assembled into a global stiffness matrix K based on the global

node numbering where both the row and column dimensions are equal to the number of nodes

defining the solution domain for Lagrange basis functions. For problems involving cubic Her-

mite basis functions, one equation is generated for each degree of freedom at each node. In two

dimensions with bicubic Hermite basis functions, equations are generated fo, 6, !, p una' dsr' iJsz
a2 rlt

=+ making the row and column dimensions of K equal to four times the number of solution
i)s,iJso
nodes.-The substitution of the interpolation based form of / into Equation (4.14) is then defined

to be

6: v'i,(o dl,sl;i

where Sfll are the scale factors calculated for node n andderivative u. (Note that the convention

used here is that a,hn 6@) implies the summation a1blcl + o2b2cz + ...). The nodal scale factors

are not { dependent and may be taken outside the integral. A derivative index u is added here
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to the definition of r^u to denote the presence of basis function derivatives but no scale factors

are required as the r,,, derivatives are { based. Equation (4.15) with Hermitian basis functions

becomes
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The boundary integral from the right hand side of Equation (4.3) is also discretised with the

normal boundary fl*, (q : (oY d) . rz), as the dependent variable.

Elno.
y ozs[:] I,r'rt^'#t+Pqvk:0 s,, I 

r (€) | d€
e=l "o "' '

I ooot .nurtr: i i ,*r(€) U (€)l,c€

p e=t'[

(4.r7)

(4.18)

(4.1e)

(4.20)

Here again the weighting function o,' is chosen to be the set of interpolating basis functions.

Using the basis function description of q i.e.,

q: vH(€)aisf;l

the integral term becomes

2rnr[:] i .r({) vl" (€) u (€)l.r€

where the terms that are not functions of { have been moved outside the integral. This results in

a system of equations

(4.2r)KQ:r:Nq

where the r vector may be thought of as an integrated normal flux vector and the N matrix has

the same dimensions as the K matrix. Usually the .A/g system is not constructed for an iso-

lated finite element formulation, but this form is required for coupling to the boundary element

method.
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4.2 The conventional boundarv element method

The boundary element method is used to solve for the potential distribution within passive torso

regions that are modelled as electrically homogeneous and isotropic, such as the lungs and

the ventricular blood masses. As is the case for the finite element method, the derivation of
the conventional boundary element method begins with a weighted integral form of Laplace's

equation to which the Green-Gauss theorem is applied. The theorem is then applied a second

time to remove the remaining domain integrals so only the boundary of the solution domain

requires discretisation. Instead of basis functions, fundamental solutions of Laplace's equation

are used as the integral weights.

4.2.L Fundamental solutions

Fundamental solutions to Laplace's equation in two and three dimensions are derived by solving

the adjoint of the equation with a singularity placed in the domain

Here the singular point is located at (€,d in two dimensions and ({, q,4;) in three dimensions.

The resulting fundamental solutions are

02a 02a

*+ *+'t({-r'T-9) :0

02a 02u 02a

* + * + * +d({- r,T - 1t,1, - z) :0

1,d:--loSr in2D
2tr

1:- rn 3D
4trr

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.2s)

where r is defined to be the distance from a point P on the boundary located at n : (r,y,, z) to

the point Po at which the singularity is placed no: (€,n,4t).

(4.26)

A detailed derivation is given in AppendixD.2 for two dimensions and in Appendix D.3 for

three dimensions.

(rx - ,oo)'
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4.2.2 Weighted integral formulation

As is the case with the finite element method, the formulation of the conventional boundary

element method starts with the weighted integral form of Laplace's equation. The Green-Gauss

theorem is applied to the weighted domain integral to yield one domain and one boundary

integral.

tt7

The expression in Equation (4.27) uses the standard Laplace equation where an isotropic con-

ductivity of magnitude one is implied. (The extension of this method to a non-unitary conduc-

tivity value is given in Section 4.2.4). The Green-Gauss theorem is then applied to the remaining

domain integral from Equation (4.27).

o: I v2A arte
ft

: I 
u#"0, 

- ,[ YdYud,a

: [lrar- [aYar+ [av2aaa.l dn, .l ' i)n J
ftf,

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.2e)

(4.30)

from Equa-

The weighting functions used for the boundary element method are the fundamental solutions

described in Section 4.2.1. The remaining domain integral contains derivatives of only the

fundamental solution and no dependent variable derivatives. When the singularity is located

inside the domain at Ps, one of the properties of the Dirac delta is used to remove the last

domain integral. The adjoint equation definition can be written as

o: 1ffi,0, (f oafiar - | rr,,on)

Iv',an:- [u(q,.t,l
fla

V2a+d({r-rr) :0

and using the definition of the Dirac delta, Equation (4.29) becomes

- 11) d9: -7

Combining the remaining domain integral from Equation (4.28) and the result

tion (4.30) gives
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(4.31)

(4.32)

f-fI dv2ade : - | Q5 (€i - r) de : -6 (Po)J" 
l,

Replacing the result from Equation (4.31) into Equation (4.28) gives

Q@o)+ [oPar: IP,arI\v/ .l 'dn .l dn
fI.

d @i + | o\*a, * I oafiar : I 
u#"0, * | ffi,a,

The resulting equation contains only boundary integrals with the last domain integral being

replaced by a constant term.

In practice, the most useful site to place the singularity is on the boundary of the domain, f . In

order to calculate the effect of placing the singularity on the boundary, the domain is extended

by a small semicircular (or hemispherical) region of radius e. The original domain is denoted

by f -. and the extended region by f. and the limits of the integrals are then evaluated as the

radius decreases to zero from above. If the singularity is placed on the boundary at the point P6,

Equation (4.32) may be written as

(4.33)

f_. I.. f_. l.f

Figure 4.1: Botrndary element domain enlarged by a semicircle at Po of radius e.

The domain boundary is split into f . and f-..

As e decreases to zero, the second integral from Equation (4.33) in two dimensions may be

evaluated.
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f '0''' f A / t \

J ofiar : J u 

^ 
(+ tosr 

) 
ar by definition orc,.,

l. f.

t,a/ 1 \.- a a: J6* (.-;tosr)dr since,,,:ronr.
f.

-- 1 [Lar
2tr ,l r

l€

11f ,,:-*;.1 Aar sincer:e orle
I-6

11f: - zn; .l O'ae in Polar coordinates

I..

11:-2^;d0)Q"-a)e

This is achieved by using the mean value theorem for a surface with a unique tangent at 7 (which

is a point on f.) where d (.y) is a particular point. The (2r - a) e represents the length of the

circular domain boundary and a is the internal angle of the domain boundary at the point 7,
(a : r for a straight line). Taking the limit as e decreases to zero gives

L'ff/ offar: L,jr (+!oo en -").) (# - r) d (p,) (434)
I-.

The fourth integral from Equation (4.33) is dealt with in two dimensions in the following man-

ner.
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f a0.,- f a0( 1 \
J ;udr : J ; (-; tosr )dr bv definition orr'''

l. l€

1 f ao: -G J d;logrdr
f€

: -: [ lu,srar since r : e or fe
2r 'l on

f.

: -: Ialu,s-,ae2tr .l 0n
I-.

ra6,: -; A"(ry) 
los e(2r - a) e

Again the last step is done by applying the mean value theorem for integrals. Evaluating the

result as e decreases to zero gives

ri-/!rar:ti^/ 1a6"' '' \
,$ J dn ., (-z,, 

^0)lose 
(2tr - ")')

|..

:li^//a '\ad' ' \
"' 

( (; - ') a"0) etoge 
)

-0 (4.35)

because e log e reduces to zero as e reduces to zero. The first and third integrals from Equa-

tion (4.33) are easily dealt with as the limits of the integrals as e decreases to zero are the

original boundary integrals.

" f oL,ar: [ *,ar $36)i'jF./ 6n .t dn
f-€ f

rirn / o?ar: I o?0, s.37)elo J ,' 
dn J, O"

These expressions are then substituted into Equation (4.33) to get an expression for the case
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when the singularity lies on the domain boundary in two dimensions.

oet. l rflor * (#-') o(Po) : l 
afi"ar *o

ff

a , f A,,t f A6 ,n

- *u (Po) + J o;ar: J fr"a, (4.38)

IT

In three dimensions the only difference in the derivation is that the firndamental solution is

different, requiring the recalculation of the second and fourth integrals from Equation (4.33).

The second integral becomes

f ,0a,- t 0( 1\
J 0;ar : J r a"\n", ) 

o, by definition of r,.r

I.€ I..

f ,a/ 1\ a a: 
J 0*l*r)0, sincefr : rr:onr.
f.

: , [-]ar
4tr ,l 12

f.

11r
---:-- lAaf sincer:6orfe

4tr ez .l
I-.

1 1 f ,,: - Gi .l A, cos 7d1dfi in spherical polar coordinates

f.
I T.,.,: -;pa 0) (4r - o) ez

The (4zr - o) r'term is the value of the swface integral that forms part of a sphere and a is the

internal solid angle of the domain boundary at the point 7, (which is 2zr for a flat plane, n for a

right angled edge and [ rct uright angled corner). The limit as e decreases to zero is

ri- / o?ar: lim ( -LIrh\ @n- o).') : (+ - r) o ral g.3s)
,+oJ'dn .lo\ dvr2't"x / \4n- /' "'

I-.

The fourth integral from Equation (4.33) is dealt with in three dimensions in the following

manner.
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f ao ,n f a6( 1\
J *"0' : J ;\n", ) 

o' bY definition of r'r

l. l.

t f ad_lar: 
G .l a",

fc

:: IP!0, sincer:€onfe
+7t J On€

I.6

11f ao,^: G; J a""'
le

: 't 
I I Yr'cos Bd,od,B

4tr e .l iJn
I..

r 146:C;a"0)@"-o)"

As e decreases to zero the integral becomes

ri-/Pudl:l'l'1a6"' \
oto J dn .'ff (* *0)(at - a)e)

f€

-o (4.40)

The other two integrals are dealt with using Equations (4.36) and(4.37) and the results are then

substituted back into Equation (4.33) to give

6po)+ loafrar*(h-t) o(Po) : lffi"ar*otl
. d,, f A"t f AO ,n

- ;6 (Po) + J o;ar: J 
"fr"a, (4.41)

fl

This is the weighted integral formulation for the conventional boundary element in three dimen-

sions where the singularity lies on the boundary of the solution domain.
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4.2.3 Discretisation

Expressions have now been derived that do not contain any domain integrals. In order to solve

the conventional boundary element equations numerically, it is necessary to break up the domain

boundary into elements where nodes are defined to be the points at the element vertices. The

boundarv of the solution domain is discretised into .E elements as

t23

f:lJf"
e=1

(4.42)

(4.43)

This situation is illustrated in Figwe 4.2. If the appropriate coefficient of / (P6) is denoted by

c (Po), the integral formulation may be written as

c(Po) 6 e,) .> 
! offar :> 

! 
ufi,a,

Over each of these elements Lagrangian basis functions are used to represent the dependent

variable, $, and.its normal derivative ff wnicnis given the symbol q. (Note that in general the

normal boundary flux is given by q : oA#,and the units of the conductivity value still apply to

the present definition of q).

d:QnG){andq:v"(€)q" (4.44)

As is the case with the finite element method, the integrals are transformed into local element {
space. Because only the boundary of the solution domain is discretised, in two dimensions only

a single integral is required and in three dimensions a double integral is required. Bold type

is used in the remainder of this section to indicate the presence of the appropriate number of {
directions and integrals. Equation (4.43) becomes

(4.4s)

Both the $ and, qn terms are nodally based properties and have therefore been taken outside

the integrals. The calculation of the Jacobian for the integral transformation to { space is more

complicated than the finite element case because the number of { directions is not equal to the

number of global directions. In two dimensions the Jacobian is given by the magnitude of the

Dt^orrt,
c(P0) OV")+t d" | *,(€) #1./(€)1,./€:t n" | *,(€),,r1./(€)ld€

e=l d o' 
"--r d
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vector tangential to the surface t : (#,#)
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(4.46)

(4.47)

lr (€)l : dfl
dtl

In three dimensions, two orthogonal surface tangent vectors are constructed,

t':(#,,#,k)

"--(#,H,,#)
The Jacobian is then calculated from the magnitude of the cross product of the two vectors, t1

and tz.

lJ(€t,€r)l: lt1 x t2l (4.48)

(4.4e)

The singulari$, Po, is then placed at each of the domain nodes, i, in turn to generate a system

of equations with two unknowns at each node.

Differentiating the interpolation expressions for the global directions in the current element

returns the values for 
0'*
64, 'nametY

D,,
ci6t tf o" .[*"G)u-#

E1
l,/ (€)l .r€ : t o" | ** G) r,lr (€)l d€

e=r 6

(4.50)

(4.s 1)

The terms with an z index are fi.rnctions of the global node where the singularity is placed and

the terms with an n index are functions of the nodes local to the current boundary element. The

radius used here in the fundamental solutions and derivatives is based on the distance from the

node i where the singularity is placed to the global position of the numerical integration point

located at a known { position within the current element being integrated.

The location of the point P : ,r (€) is found through basis frrnction interpolation within the

current element. The fundamental solutions in two and three dimensions are given in Equa-

#)' . (#)'
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TL1 T1'2

Figure 4.2: A schematic of the boundary element numerical formulation. The sin-
gularity P6 is placed at each node z in turn and the integration is per-

formed over each element e using integration points P which are found
by interpolating between n1 dndn2.

tions (4.24) and (4.25), and the normal derivative of the fundamental solutions is calculated by

expressing the derivative as

t25

_ \ai 0n(€)
0rr G) 0n

The fundamental solution derivatives with respect to r; ({) are given by

0at
A"

(4.s2)

(4.s3)

(4.s4)

- 
t',, 

in2D
2trr;(Q)

--f.---= in 3D
4rri (8)"

}ri (0 0ro G) _: ---;-ILk
On OI*

t1Xt2
ll- 

-

lltl x t2ll

#:{
and the normal derivative of the radius is calculated using

In two dimensions the unit normal vector is calculated by rotating the tangent vector calculated

to form the Jacobian through r f 2 and normalising the result. In three dimensions the unit

normal vector is calculated by normalising the cross product of the two tangent vectors from

Equation (4.47).

(4.ss)
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The integrals from Equation (4.50) are evaluated using Gaussian quadrature meaning the point

P : xire ({) is placed at each quadrature point within an element and the coefficients are then

weighted accordingly. Adaptive integration allows different numbers of quadrature points to

be used depending on how close the current element is to the singularity (see Telles (1987) or

Bradley (1998) for details). The result is a system of equations of the form

AQ: Bq (4.56)

where both matrices contain a row for each solution node. For an isolated boundary element

region, the application of either a flux or potential boundary condition at each boundary element

node reduces the system to one unknown at each node and the system is usually solved using a

dense matrix solver.

4.2.4 The conductivity tensor

The conventional boundary element method may be extended to include a conductivity tensor

with a generalised Laplace equation. The conductivity tensor must be isotropic and homoge-

neous for the boundarv element formulation to hold and this restriction reduces the conductivitv

to a single value.

V'(avd) :oV2d:0

With a conductivity value, the normal boundary flux is given by

q: (oVg) .n

and Equation (4.41) can be rewritten as

: nod" 
0n,

(4.s7)

(4.s8)

(4.5e)9larnt + f 'ou '^ f
4tr' ' -' J 

otb *dl : .l oud'r
tl

Equation (4.59) is then divided through by the conductivity to yield

a f .0a f o)6@i+lO;df:/Ludr4r' "' .l i)n .l o
I-f

(4.60)
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The effect of the conductivity tensor is therefore to scale the magnitude of the normal boundary

flux. The discretisation and assembly then proceeds in the same manner as the standard Laplace

equation using Equation (4.60) as a starting point.

4,3 The derivative boundarv element method

To interface with the existing cardiac model, equations for the additional degrees of freedom

that arise from using cubic Hermite interpolation are needed. In addition to the conventional

boundary element equation generated at each boundary node, equations are generated for de-

pendent variable derivatives. The derivative boundary element method with its cubic Hermite

basis functions also provides a more accurate solution than the conventional boundary element

method with its Lagrangian basis functions for a given number of solution degrees of free-

dom. The derivation presented here generally follows those by Pullan & Bradley (1996) and

Bradley (1998). To make the function dependence more evident, the fundamental solution, ar,

is expressed as a function of the two points from which the radius is derived (see Figure 4.2).

u) : u) (P, Po)

The derivation starts with the standard boundary element formulation, considering a singularity

P6 inside the solution domain and a boundary point P.

(4.6r)

(4.62)

Equation (4.62) is then differentiated at Po with respect to some initially arbitrary direction n6

yielding

d @i : [ (" (P, Pi9!# - o' Vu.Po) o e)) il e)

WPd(P)) r/r(P) (4.63)

This equation is the starting equation for the derivative boundary element formulation. Before

proceeding, the derivatives of the fundamental solutions are found and three identities used in

the derivation are calculated.

ad@d _ f (a, (P,Pn) a!e)
a", -.1 \ atu a"
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4,3,L Fundamental solution derivatives

The fundamental solutions to Laplace's equation in two and three dimensions as stated in Equa-

tions (4.24) and(4.25) can be differentiated with respect to n, n6 and the cross derivative formed

by n and n6. The derivatives in two dimensions are

0u (P, Po)

0n
0a (P, Po)

ono

02u (P, Po)

0n0ns

and in three dimensions

0u (P, Po)

0n
0u (P, Po)

ono

02u (P, Po)

0n0ns

-1: r*n'r
1:2'.rrno''

7 (ns.n
:-l

2r, \ 12

-1: 
4nrtn''

1:-4nrtno''

| (n6-n
:-l

4r, \ rs

2(no' r) (n .r)
A

3 (to

(4.64)

(4.65)

(4.66)

(4.67)

(4.68)

(4.6e)

(4.70)

(4.7r)

A detailed derivation of these results is presented in Appendix D.4.

4.3.2 Derivative boundary element identities

Three identities are used in the derivation of the derivative boundary element method. The

first arises from setting d : l in Equation (4.62) and the second from setting 6 : 7 in Equa-

tion (4.63). The final identity is derived by substituting / : r k - rok into Equation (4.63).

These identities are adapted from Liu & Rudolphi (1991). A detailed derivation of these quan-

tities may be found in Appendix D.5.

-r : I a' 
F: 

Po) 
o, ,r,Jdn

f

f 02u (P. Pn]r0: /:df (P)
.l iJndno
I
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4.3.3 Singularity on the domain boundary

As is the case with the conventional boundary element method, the most practically useful

case of Equation (4.63) occurs when the singularity, P6 is placed on the boundary of the so-

lution domain. To achieve this, the solution domain is extended to include a semicircular or

hemispherical region of radius e, centred about the singularity and the boundary integrals are

investigated as e is reduced to zero. This divides the domain boundary into f . for the additional

boundary and f-. for the remainder of the original boundary (see Figure 4.1). Splitting up the

integrals into | : l. U f-. and taking the limits as e is reduced to zero yields the following

integral expression for Equation (a.63)

r29

ad Vo)
ono

:r.'jp IY#Pryffn's7
I-.

-WIWPde)dr(P)
I-.

*r,jp Ia#Puffors1
f_.

-L'ir I'##oe)dr(P)
f_.

: Wry (p) : d,r @) n* (P)

(4.73)

(4.74)

(4.7s)

(4.76)

(4.77)

(4.78)

The first of the integrals (given by Equation (4.73)) can be simplified by substituting the follow-

ing expression,

a6 e)
0n

and the mean value theorem for integrals can then be used to reduce the expression to a single

value (when the limit is taken, the only remaining point on f . is Ps),

(P)df (P) : 6,n(Po),$ I d,-
I-.

This term may be taken outside the integral (if each of the limits exists independently) because
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it is not a firnction of P and the integral from Equation (4.73) can then be written as

r'l
tin I 

au lp-, Pi a6 !!dr e) :Q* (po)U* | / A#P"fr (p) dr (p) | s.ls),to 
;!, dno dn -' €-o 

Ff 
iJno 

I

From Equation(4.72),

rl
d,*(Piftr | / '" {:^" ,e (P)dr (P) 

l

H OTLo 
I

:0,-ra),,Ji I I a#P,ke)dr (p) - Iy#P,o@).rf (p)l
b.uf-. t-. J

:Q,r,(Po)t* 
[./. '#(',r,- ro*)df (P) *"- r*)l

r,l
- d*(pil,jr 

| / 
uo#P"k (p)dr (p)l (4 80)

Lf-. I

Multiplying through by 6,* (Ps) gives

W I a#Pt#dr (P) : L'iF I Wd,x (Po) (r* - ror,)dr (P)

I-. I..ul.-.

_li_ [ oa(p,p)^ 
t

Jfj 
-#6't (Po) nx(P)dr (P)

+d,* (Po) no* (Po) (4.81)

Note that this assumes the limits exist separately or else the limits may not be separated. The

second of the integrals over l. (given by Equation (4.74)) may also be reformulated. Using a

Taylor series expansion,

6@):6@o) * (*o - *or)W+ o (e2) (4.82)
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fe

From Equation (4.71),

f.

. !! f 0'r(P,Po)* I'if J 
t;#:6,*(Pi (q - 'ox) 

dr (P)

I..

. ,. f 0'r(P,Po)* 
"jf J 

"ffio (.') dr (P) (4.84)

l€

IWdr(p):-['#dr(p) (48s)
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and substituting this into Equation (4.74) gives

r ar'lT, pl 
6 e) dl (p)

L'jF / dndns
f€

f 02a(P,Pi [,,^,,,06@o\+O(.r)ldf(p):|5/ ffi le(t'o) 
t(rr-ro*)-d* .l

f.

: li$ [ 
u'!,!!^:'r 

lo et + 6,n (po) (rr - ,ot")+ o (l)] dr (p) (4.83)
,Io J dndns L'I \ */

r.

Assuming the limits exist independently, Equation (4.83) can be written as

.. f 02u(P,Pd 6(p\dl(p): .. f 02a(P,Ps) ,

':tr lffi"o I'Jf l';#:6@o)dr(P)

f. I-_r

It is necessary to show that the integral from Equation (4.83) which contains the O (e 2) term,

reduces to zero for the known derivatives of the fundamental solutions in two and three dimen-

sions and two results are needed to show this. If ns is normal to the surface then e . no : e and

if n6 is in a direction tangential to the surface then e . n0 : e cos 9. Also,

(4.86)
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In two dimensions the limit is
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(4.88)

rip / o'YJLPlo (l) dr (P)
,lo .l dndn6

f.

:r.,jp I *(++ - 
2 (no '-e) (n ' e )) o ,.', dr (p)

l' 
1r

:'.,jF + I (1; - 2 (no 'd (n' e)) 
o p,y ,ae

,n

:lim ! f (no'n9(e2)e - 
2()(e) (n'e)o(")'\ ,^

e-Lo zz' ,/ \ 6' 
- 

,n ) "o
0

t'i:rijil 
z^ J Q ft)) do

0

-0 (4.87)

and in three dimensions

,. f 02a (P, Ps)WJffio(") dr(P)
l..

_,,* / I (ns.n 3(to.e) (n.e)\:lim/. I-:^ ---------------- 

-,O(.r) 
dt(p),toJ 4tr\ €3 €5 /

l€

. Tn^':l'r # I I e;- 
3 (no'-Q (n'e)) 

o rul e2cos od,dd
00

:lim ! t [(no.no_(er)e2 _so(e) (n.!)o(e2)e2)cosddpdd
';iit'arl I \ 63 €5 )--00

, TT:lir-n- / / (O(.)) cosSd1dQelo4nJ J00

-0

Note that the integrals have limits of 0 to z' because it is assumed a unique tangent plane can

be defined. The results from Equation (4.85) and either Equation (4.87) or Equation (4.88) are
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substituted into Equation (4.83) to get

,. f 02a (P, Ps\ f 0', (P, Po) , ,WJ#fe)dr(P) :-l'jf / ffid?idr(P)
f. f-r

* l'.ff I Wd,x (Pd ('x -'o*) dr (P) (4'8e)

I..

The results from Equations (4.81) and (a.89) are then substituted back into the original formu-

lation given by Equations (4.13H4.76) and the integral over f -. U f. is expanded to get

d,n(Po)rlok:ti* I 
tWQ,*(Po) 

(** -'o*)dr (P)
.t, 

,.

*lim f o"(P'Pi 
'

'* J ffi6*(Pi ('r -'o*)dr (P)

f_€

- lim I ou (P' Po) 
^ ,,

"'JT6'*@o)'*(P)dr(P)*Q'k(Ps)nskf_€

*lim f }'a(P,Pil ,,^
,".l ffifeo)dr(P)

f_"

- rim I u'Z\!^:,'d 
d,r,(Po) (rn - ror,)dr (P)

.ro 
/. 

Ondns

+ 5m / 0u lP, Po) 06-(P) il e)- lim I a'zyQ' pil 
o e) dr (p) (4.e0)tiUJ. }no 0n -- \- / AnJ. 0n0ns r \ / \

The two remaining integrals over f. and the two terms containing no integrals cancel leaving

only integrals over l-u



f }2u(P,Pi , ,h\0:lim /
el'o 't ffi Q'n(Po) (r* - rot) d'r (P)

I._.

-ri- / ou(P'Ps) ' /n\
,$ .t -i'-d't (Po) n*(P) dr (P)

I._.

+ rim / 02?(!' Pd 
d @il dr (p)* rim I au Lp' 

pi ggp-ar 
1e1,to .l dndn6 ,Io ,l dno dn

l--. f-€

-tirr, I o'z?(!' Po) 
oe) dr (P) (4.sr),$ .l dndns

I._.

All of the integrals in Equation (4.91) are at most weakly singular so when the limits are taken

as indicated, the boundary integrals tend to integrals over f. Grouping the integrals in terms of
the first and second order fundamental solution derivatives gives an expression for the weakly

singular boundary element formulation.

[ "2\!:,'r (o (p) - d po) - d,* (ps) (r* - ,ox))dr (p)
.l dndno
I.

: I u" {,rl (?!9 _ d,x (pd,o (p)) dr (p) (4.s2)
I }no \0n /
I
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4.3.4 Discretisation

The solution domain is discretised in the same manner as the conventional boundarv element

method, splitting up the boundary of the domain into .E elements.

E

i / 02"!(!' Po) (6(p\ - o eil - vy(po) . (ar - aro)) dr (p)L | 0n0no \Y- \' 'f

"=1 
(-

E

: i I aa V' Pi (4D - v6 (pi . nlry) ar 1ry G.s3)Ll \no \ 0n
"4 (" utLo \ L'l' /

The integrals are transformed into local element space using the Jacobian from the conventional

method calculated in Section 4.2.3, again bold type is used to indicate the presence of the

appropriate number of { directions and integrals.
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02u (P (4) , Po) (d(P(€)) - Oel -vd(po) . (r (€) - co)) U(€)ld€0n0no

0a (P (€) , Po)
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E1^

D, I
e=l "o

Eln
:D, Ie=l "o

ono -vO(P.) ,(€)) u (€)ld€ (4.e4)

Here the P ({) term is used to denote the position of P at a specified { location within an

element e. Geometric and dependent variables about P are calculated from the cubic Hermite

basis frrnctions as is shown below.

(afeGD
\a,

d (P (€)) :vh (€) dTSt;'

q (P (€)) :vh (€) qT,st;)

n G) :v'h @ *T,s[$)

The variable q is used to represent the 
Xdependent 

variable (where again aunit conductivity

is implied). Equation (4.94) may then be written as

(4.es)

(4.e6)

(4.e7)

(4.e8)

The derivatives of the fundamental solutions from Section 4.3.1contain rt, rlo, r and r terms.

The n vector is calculated at P ({) in the same manner as was done for the conventional bound-

ary element method, rotating a tangent vector in two dimensions and taking the cross product

of two tangent vectors in three dimensions. The ns vector is calculated as a unit vector at the

point P6, depending on the direction of differentiation chosen. The r vector is calculated from

rk : rk - x)on and the r scalar is calculated by taking the magnitude of r. When these re-

sults are substituted into the fundamental solution derivatives, a single value is found for each

combination of P and Po. Because 16 is found from Equation (4.97), Equation (4.98) may be

simplified.
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(4.ee)

(4.100)

(4.101)

(4.r02)

To evaluate the V/ (Ps) terms, a local coordinate system is used that is based on the orthogo-

nality of the normal n andtangential s directions.

f. ia'?c,., 
(P(Q, &) (*; rel 6nsg, - d @o) - v6(po) ., te)) t; (€)l d€

"- 
! onons

:i ia"e+:)'e') (*nrel qTSS) -v6@o)'ntel) t,r({)td(
""- 

r, ono

Fl

lols[? I U€#evh (s) u (€)l d€

to',W i rys#e,u G)u (€) | d€

3 ,ar, (Po) i t
- t n'W l ttg#enr, (€)l/ (€)l d€

Ad 06 0q 0Q 0n
vA-_I"t- 0rr-0q0r*' 0n0rr

, \tt 0n:QilT-rQ^
OI* OX*

The integrals in Equation(4.99) are then splitup and the result from Equation (4.101) is applied.

Assuming the singularity is placed at local node i, the left hand integral becomes

E t" q2.,tDtt\ D\ E 1

D,antt:,' I'3#3.vh (€) u (€)t d€, - Dr' I ryJ#Pu (€)t d€
e=l e=l 

O

E ^ ,^ t t

_ i ,, .,\',_(Pd I a'u (! L€) , Po)r* 
(€) lJ (€)l d€/-t't' )I orr I onons

*n 
u'a!.'i) j *m*,0 (€) u ({) | d€

where terms not involving an { position are taken outside the integrals. The equivalent expres-

sion for the integral on the right hand side of Equation (4.99) is

(4. r 03)
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ffre 3 tensor is found by inverting the
dr*

term is found by inverting ff *f,i.n

An,
ljj tensorthat is read from an
iJst

r37

frn.
input file, and the i3- o.r*

is calculated from the orthogonality of s; and n.

The choice of the derivative direction has been shown to have a large effect on the quality

of the matrices produced (Tomlinson, Bradley & Pullan 1996). In two dimensions the best

matrices are produced by differentiating in the tangential s direction giving $ and, 
Af 

as the

two dependent variables. In three dimensions the differentiation is performed in the s1 and s2

tangential directions giving O, # ^"d #as the dependent variables. The cross derivative

term present in the cubic Hermitd basis fu-nction formulation is alway^s set to be zero (from

Tomlinson et al. (1996)). The n0 vector is then also formed from the ff ,.rt, read in from

the input file. The equations are assembled into a matrix system of the form

,4Q: Bq

where the @ vector consists of the appropriate dependent variables and the q vector contains the

equivalent flux expressions. For an isolated boundary element region, either a flux or potential

boundary condition is imposed on each solution variable creating a square dense matrix system

of size 2n x 2n in two dimensions or 3n x 3n in three dimensions where n is the total number

of solution nodes.

4.3.5 The conductivitv tensor

As is the case with the conventional boundary element method, only a scalar conductivity value

may be used with the derivative boundary element method. It may therefore be moved outside

the derivative terms in the generalised Laplace equation (see Equation (a.57)). This restriction

also means that when the conventional boundary element equation is differentiated, no con-

ductivity derivatives are created. Using the more general form of the normal boundary flux,
AA

Q: o?, and dividing all of the terms by o changes Equation (4.102) to be
on

(4.104)
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This derivation of the potential field resulting from a dipolar source in free-space follows that

of Plonsey (2000). If a source is injecting a total current of [, then from symmetry the current

density over a circular or spherical surface ofradius r is

[*-, in2D
IJ: { (4.107)

lr.1ffin' in 3D

E ln n) /^/)\ h \ E I

r- otslfr, I ry#Puh (€) u (€)t d€ -Do, I 
qv#,&-u(€)t 

d€
e=l e=7 

O

3 -,, 0s1 (P6) 'f u'r(P (€) , Po) -
?- '" dr* I 

"-';;i;#-r* (€) u (€)ld€

- i ( an-@o) i a"" q Lt) , 
ptr* 

(€) u (€)ld€ (4.105)
4 o 0rr ! 0n0ns 'r

and modifies the expression in Equation (4.103) to be

-1

Y fttn I aa ? G) 'Po)vh (€) U (€)ld€
? o *r,, lo urll

3,n os1(Ps) i are(€),Po),._ ) .Q"t___ t -ff"k (€) l,/(€)ld€
-"=1 

or* J"

-1
_ i 4 ln_(Pi I au @!9 , et 

nn G)u (€) | d€ (4. r 06)4o }rx I iJno

This addition effectively adjusts each of the normal flux terms according to the conductivity

value.

4.4 Dipole sources
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where n, is a unit vector in the radial direction. The electric field strength resulting from this

current is defined to be E : -Vd, and using this along with Ohm's law gives

where o is the conductivity of the domain. From symme$ Q, is found by integrating in the

radial direction and performing the integration yields

( :r'-, in2D
| 2nro

E: -Vd, : {

l:;', in3D

f-fin* in2D

@":l 
rt

in 3D
\ 4trro

a6'
Qm: non

:Y6"'rl
T.-Ia--va'rlo

(4.108)

(4.10e)

(4.111)

The constants of integration are arbihary and are set to zero. These expressions may now be

written in terms of the fundamental solutions given in Equations (4.24) and(4.25).

in2D

d,: (4.r 10)

in 3D

This definition of /., now describes the potential field due to a monopole source. A dipole

consists of two sources that are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. If both sources act at

the same point the net effect is zero, but if the positive source is moved in the direction 4, then

the rate of change in the potential field is defined as the potential due to a dipole (/-), thus

[rr"
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The dipole moment is defined to be p : ItT and if Vcu is expressed in terms of derivatives with

respect to r then Equation (4.1 1 1) becomes

where r is defined from an arbitrary point P : fr to the singularity at Ps : to so ?"6 :
!L* - ro*.The expression for the potential field that results from a dipole source in two and three

dimensions is then

r.p
in2D

2tror2

r.p
in 3D

4tror3

The derivatives that are required for the derivative boundary element method are calculated

using the same procedure that is used to calculate the firndamental solution derivatives as is

shown in Appendix D.4. The derivatives of Equation (4.114) with respect to ns are then

, orn p
ent:-;-VT. -oro

_0ar.p
0r ro

-i ( O.no
2", \ ,'

)

,-: 

{

in2D

(4.rr2)

(4.113)

(4.r 15)

(4.r14)

-1
4"t

( p'no
\d

no) (r ' p)
/

2(r'

no) (r ' p)

T"

3(r'
in 3D

These source terms may be added to the solution domain to represent cardiac electrical activity.

Into a potential field d that satisfies Laplace's equation, a source may be added that produces a

potential field $* in free-space (from Equation (4.114). The potential field due to this source

also satisfies Laplace's equation except at the point where the singularity is located (denoted by

Ps). Another potential field z may be defined to be

u:e-em (4.1l6)

Here z is the potential field without the influence of the source term so u satisfies Laplace's

equation everywhere within the solution domain and the Laplacian of z can be written in a

weighted integral form.
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f
I V2uurtQ:0
(

Applying the Green-Gauss theorem to the domain integrals twice yields

f / 0u Er,,' \
J l#" - "#) dr + J 

,'Y2ud{t: o

ro

u(Po): [ (*"- "P) "f to, on/

and substituting Equation (4. 1 I 6) into Equation (4. I 19) gives

(4.118)

For a domain such as is illustrated in Figure 4.3 (a), the solution domain 0 with boundary f
encloses the singularity at Ps: r'o. Using Equation (4.30), Equation (4.118) is reduced to

(4.r17)

(4.rre)

oeil - 6*(pi : I (#" - r'#) o, - I (*" - o^ff) ar s tz,)
tf

Figure 4.3: The left figure (a) shows a solution domain CI that has a boundary f and

contains a singularity at ns. The right figure (b) shows a second domain

O that excludes Q and shares the same boundary but is defined in the

opposite direction (-f). The singularity is then outside the domain.
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Consider now the situation in Figure 4.3 (b) where the solution domain O is defined to be outside

f) and infinite. The domain boundary has the same geometry but is defined in the opposite

direction and so is denoted by -f . The new solution domain does not contain the singularity so

/- satisfies Laplace's equation at all points in O and the Laplacian of $,n can be written as

f^
I Y"d^udQ:0
r,

(4.r2r)

Again using the Green-Gauss theorem

(4.r22)

-fn

As the singularity is not within the new domain, the remaining domain integral reduces to zero

and Equation(4.122) can be written as

,[ (*"-r^H)d(-r) + lo^v'adQ:o

I(*"-r^H)d(-r) :s

6ei - d*(Po): [ (P"- oP) ar
f to" on/

(4.r23)

-f

Because f and -f occupy the same physical space, the result shown in Equation (4.123) can

be substituted back into Equation (.120) to obtain

(4.r24)

For the computationally important situation when the point Ps is on the domain boundary, Equa-

tion (4.120) becomes

(4.r25)

where the coefficient C (Po) is calculated as is shown in Section 4.2.2. The equivalent ex-

pression in the absence of any sources is given in Equation (4.41). If the derivative boundary

element method is used then an equivalent expression to Equation (a.63) is

ao_et _ gfu : [ (u" ?,rt ry9 _ 02a_(!, Po)d (p)) dr e) s.r26)}no }no I \ }no 0n 0n0ns ' '- '/ ''- \- /

f

where the derivative of the free-space potential in the n6 direction is given in Equation (4.115).

c (Po) 6@o) - d*(Po) : | (#" - r'#) *
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A framework is in place that handles a user specified number of dipoles across multiple prob-

lem regions and problem tlpes. The source terms appear in the matrix systems from Equa-

tions (4.56) and (4.104) as

Ad + d: Bq (4.127)

where the vector d represents the sum of the contributions from all dipole sources.

4.5 Region coupling

Before coupling multiple passive regions into a single problem, each individual region is first

assembled into a matrix svstem of the form

A6: Bq

t43

(4.r28)

for boundary element regions or

KQ: Nq (4,r29)

for finite element regions. Consider two adjacent regions, region 1 and region 2,that are coupled

through n nodes on the interface between the two regions. After an initial assembly the system

of equations looks like

l,q, ol[o,l la, ol[q,l
I o o,) lo,l: I o 

",) ln )

which is a system with n equations and 2n unknowns. When using Lagrange basis functions,

each of the coupled interface nodes has two unknowns from each region giving a total of four

unknowns. Continuity conditions on the normal current flows and potential magnitudes are

imposed on the interface nodes to reduce the number of unknowns, i.e.,

dT:0,
q?:-qt

(4.130)

(4.131)

The negative sign arises in Equation (4.131) because all of the regions are defined with outward

normal vectors, creating normals with opposite directions at region interfaces. If cubic Hermite
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basis functions are

are required, f.e.,
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used to interpolate the dependent variable, two further interface conditions

vdT' sr : t
Vqi's1 : a

vo;
vqt

'52

'52

(4.r32)

(4.133)

The signs on the right hand side of Equations (4.132) and (4.133) depend on whether the s1

and s2 arc length directions are the same or are opposite. In three dimensions there may be

more than one s direction in which to apply the continuity conditions. The application of these

continuity equations effectively reduces the number of unknowns at the interface. Boundary

conditions are applied to all solution nodes not involved in region interfaces in the usual manner

to reduce the problem to a square system of equations. The size of the resulting matrix is equal

to the sum of the number of solution degrees of freedom from each node plus the number of
interface degrees of freedom. For a four noded circle surrounded by an annulus with four nodes

defining each surface (as is shown in Figure 4.4) there are eight global nodes defined including

four interface nodes. The initial assembly creates 8 + 4 : 12 equations and 24 unknowns.

Figure 4.4: A four noded boundary element circle enclosed by an eight noded annu-

lus forming two regions. The interface nodes are blue with red borders
and the nodes to which regular boundary conditions were applied are

solid red.

Applying the continuity conditions reduces the number of unknowns to 16 and applying regular

boundary conditions to the four external nodes then creates a 12 x 12 system that may be solved.

If cubic Hermite basis functions are used in combination with other basis functions care must be

taken to ensure the interpolation is consistent across the interfaces to avoid non-square matrix

systems.

R.egi,on,2



Chapter 5

Coupling techniques

The previous chapters have given descriptions of how to solve the bidomain equations using a

collocation method with cellular models based at the collocation points, and how to use finite or

boundary elements to solve a generalised Laplace equation in electrically passive tissues. This

chapter now explains the methods used to couple the extracellular domain from the bidomain

framework to the passive tissue regions adjoining the myocardium. The aim of this coupling

is to provide a complete electrical path from the myocardium through to the surface of the

torso, including both the effect of the myocardium on the torso and the effect of the torso on

the myocardium. Previous methods of generating body surface potentials from an active cardiac

region mostly utilise some form of equivalent cardiac source that is applied to the cardiac region

withinapassivetorso. ExamplesofthisapproachmaybefoundinGulrajani(1988),Geselowitz

& Miller (1983), Huiskamp (1998), Weixue & Ling (1996) and Wei et al. (1995). Often with

this approach, the feedback loop that allows the torso to influence the active cardiac region is

neglected as the generation of the cardiac source and its application to the torso are performed

in two separate steps. Another problem with this two step approach is that the current flowing

across the epicardial and endocardial surfaces from the equivalent cardiac source may not be

consistent with the current flow from a detailed cardiac model. These factors that do not ensure

there is current conservation detract from the accuracv ofthe torso solutions.

In an effort to recreate one type of equivalent cardiac source solution, the first method imple-

mented here involves the generation of equivalent cardiac dipole sources that are calculated

from transmembrane potential gradients and are adjusted according to the applied conductivi

ties (see Section 5.1). Two new approaches are also described that include both the torso to heart
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feedback loop, and curent conservation across the myocardial surfaces. The first of these new

methods utilises an iterative approach, where iterations are performed between the extracellu-

lar and extramyocardial solutions to achieve matching potential fields and current flows across

the cardiac surfaces (see Section 5.2). The second new method is a direct approach where the

extracellular domain and all of the extramyocardial regions are assembled into a single matrix

system. This matrix system may then be solved to produce the potential distribution throughout

the torso in one step (see Section 5.3). It is also possible to combine the two new techniques,

directly assembling some of the regions adjacent to the cardiac region and iterating across other

cardiac surfaces.

While there is no prerequisite for there to be an extracellular domain present during the dipole

soruce generation process, continuous extracellular and extramyocardial domains are necessary

when generating body surface potentials using the two new methods. Details on the coupling

between multiple passive regions is not covered here and may be found in Section 4.5.

5.1. Equivalent dipole sources

Equivalent dipole sources provide an indirect method of generating body surface potentials from

cardiac electrical activity. This technique may be broken up into two problems, the problem of
solving for the cardiac activation and generating the dipole sources, and the problem of using the

dipoles as source terms within the passive torso. An illustration of the two separate problems is

shown in Figure 5.1 where it should be noted that any number of additional passive torso regions

may be added to Figure 5.1(b) to model desired features. The calculated dipoles are placed in a

homogeneous cardiac region whose geometry is identical to the active cardiac region. Here the

boundary element method is used to model the homogeneous heart that is coupled to the two

ventricles and the torso region, creating a continuous domain and a single system of equations.

The methods for performing this coupling and solving for the potential fields resulting from

dipole sources are outlined in Chapter 4. For this setup, the myocardial activation and passive

torso problems are essentially uncoupled. Both the monodomain and bidomain cardiac models

may be used to produce the dipole sources as there is no direct extracellular coupling.

Dipole sources are calculated using a method outlined by Gulrajani ( I 988). Starting with the ex-

tracellular bidomain equation (Equation (2.1 1) and assuming scalar conductivities, multiplying
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(a) Active cardiac region (b) Passive torso regions

Figure 5.1: An illustration of the two separate problems solved with an equivalent
dipole source approach. In the left figure (a) there is an active cardiac
region and in the right figure (b) there is a homogeneous cardiac region,

two ventricular regions and a torso cavity region.
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For a homogeneous myocardium this relates to an equivalent dipole moment density of
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to create the exhacellular field /". Because the dipoles are placed into a cardiac region modelled

using the boundary element method, the myocardium is always homogeneous in this situation.

This dipole source formulation is also used by Weixue & Ling (1996).

Cellular dipoles are created at each collocation point and are then summed vectorially to create

regional dipoles. Either a single dipole is calculated to represent all cardiac electrical activity

or a regional dipole is calculated within each of the finite elements that describe the myocardial

geometry. In both cases the dipoles can be generated with either static or dynamic centres.

Dipoles with static centres are located at the geometric centre of the collocation points that are

used to create each dipole, while for dipoles with dynamic centres, the location of each dipole

centre is weighted by the magnitude of the dipole moment at each contributing collocation

point. Dipoles with dynamic centres have the advantage that they are always acting on or close

to the wavefront when a wavefront is present and therefore may provide a more accurate cardiac

source representation. There is, however, the disadvantage that the dipoles may move very close

to the boundary of the cardiac region and therefore close to the boundary elements. If a dipole

centre moves within an element length of a boundary element surface, the ability to accurately

@
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resolve the dipole is lost and extraneous results may occur. If a single dipole is used with either

a static or a dynamic centre, the centre of the dipole may not always be located within the

myocardium. A simple example of this problem occurs when a single fixed dipole is selected

for an annular cardiac region where in this case the dipole centre is always in the ventricular

blood mass. Here it is possible to assign the dipole to the ventricular region. The four different

types of dipoles that may be generated are shown in Figure 5.2.

(a) A single dynamic dipole whose origin
is weighted by the potential gradients

(c) Four dynamic dipoles, one in each el-
ement. One dipole is not visible as it's
magnitude is very small

(b) A single static dipole whose origin is

at the centre of the mesh

(d) Four static dipoles. Each dipole origin
is in the centre of a finite element

Figure 5.2: The four types of dipole source that may be generated, demonstrated
on a tissue slab model. Dipoles are shown by the metallic grey affows
and the white arrows indicate the local fibre direction. A cubic ionic
current model is used with an anisotropy ratio of 4:1. Blue tissue is at

the resting potential and red tissue is at the plateau potential.

A fust order Taylor series approximation is used to calculate the transmembrane potential gra-

dients in { space and then the gradients are transformed into a global Cartesian reference frame
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using the domain metrics that are calculated after the generation of the collocation mesh. Thus
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AF.
The calculation of iv- is described in Section 3.3. The final dipole magnitudes are then calcu-

OT;
lated by summing theie point magnitudes over the appropriate collocation points.
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Here n represents an individual collocation point and rV points are summed to calculate a re-

gional dipole. When the myocardial region is modelled as being anisotropic, as it is for most

bidomain solutions, the intracellular and extracellular conductivities in the fibre direction are

used to calculate the scaling factors. The facility to perform additional scaling by an arbitrary

factor is also available. For dipoles with static centres, the dipole centre is calculated by aver-

aging the geometric positions of the contributing collocation points

cent (j) : (5.5)

where ri is the rectangular Cartesian position of collocation point n in direction j. For dipoles

with dynamic centres the centre position is weighted by the individual dipole magnitudes

cent (j) :
D (, (il",i)
n=1 (s.6)

51 /.\n
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where p(j)" isthemagnitudeof thepotentialgradientindirection j atcollocationpointn.

It is not necessary to solve both the myocardial activation problem to generate the dipole sources

and the torso potential problem that uses the dipoles concurrently. As there is no feedback loop

from the passive torso loading to the cardiac region, the dipole sources may be created from

the myocardial activation problem and written to a data file. This data file may then be read

in as the cardiac source to a torso potential problem in the absence ofan active cardiac region.

This indirect approach may create discontinuous potential fields and cturent flows across the

epicardial and endocardial surfaces, while with the use of any reasonable number of dipoles, a

\- rT,L*l
rt=7
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dipole representation ofthe cardiac source is unlikely to accurately recreate the actual potential

distributions and current flows across the cardiac surfaces. An accurate representation is only

possible if a dipole from each continuum cardiac cell is placed within the passive torso. In

addition to this, the passive electrical fields within the torso also affect the activation processes

within the heart and omitting this feature creates an additional source of error. The two pro-

ceeding methods seek to add the missing feedback loop by incorporating the effects of the torso

load on the activation problem and thus creating continuous electric fields throughout the torso.

5.2 Boundarviterations

The second method employed to generate body surface potentials from cardiac electrical ac-

tivity utilises a boundary condition matching approach. The cardiac region is coupled to the

surrounding torso regions and an iterative technique is used to achieve continuous extracellular

and extramyocardial solutions. The intracellular domain remains coupled only to the extracel-

lular domain for all simulations. The method of boundary iterations divides the large problem

of solving directly for the extracellular and extramyocardial potential distributions everywhere

into smaller subproblems. It is envisaged that it should be faster and less memory intensive to

solve the multiple smaller problems rather than solving a single large problem. For the case

of an idealised two dimensional torso slice the large problem is divided into three parts. One

problem is set up to solve for the potential fields in the torso regions extemal to the epicardial

surface and a second problem is set up for the ventricular region. The third and final problem

solves the bidomain equations over the cardiac region. Although fundamentally more com-

plex than an equivalent dipole source approach, this approach provides a more complete and

accurate method of generating body surface potentials. The chosen iterative approach sets up

fixed point iterations across each of the myocardial surfaces between the cardiac extracellular

field and the solutions from the surrounding extramyocardial regions. As with any fixed point

iteration, convergence is dependent on the slope of the function and the accuracy of the initial

guess. In addition to this there should only be one fixed point for each surface as the problem

framework has a unique solution. The goal of the fixed point iterations is to converge towards a

zero difference between the solutions across the cardiac boundaries. The process by which the

iterations are executed is described first for coupling to linear boundary elements and then the

extensions needed to incorporate derivative boundary elements are explained.
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(a) Epicardial region (b) Cardiac region (c) Endocardial region

Figure5.3: Thethreedistinctproblemssolvedbythemethodofboundaryiterations.
Blue points are used to indicate coupled points and red points indicate

uncoupled points.

Figure 5.4: Multiple collocation points may be mapped to each boundary element.

Here the blue and black curves actually lie on top of each other. The

black lines represent finite element boundaries and the solid blue line
represents boundary elements. The red points are collocation points and

the green points are boundary element nodes.

5.2.1 Linear boundary element coupling

The cases that are focused on here have either two or three surfaces to iterate across. For an ide-

alised case such as is shown in Figure 5.3, there is an epicardial surface and a single endocardial

surface. For a realistic cardiac geometry there is an epicardial surface and two endocardial sur-

faces. Each surface requires a separate iteration process as the torso and any ventricular regions

are all solved separately. It is necessary to calculate several quantities that are required during

the iteration process prior to the commencement of any iterations. Firstly an efficient mapping

is required that relates the boundary element nodes on the myocardial surfaces to the boundary

collocation points carrying information from the cardiac region. For each coupled boundary el-

ement node, the closest boundary collocation point is found by performing a search on all of the

l5l
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boundary collocation points and flagging the point that is the shortest Cartesian distance away.

The mapping is then stored in an array that returns a collocation point number for a given node

number. The reverse mapping between the boundary collocation points and the strface bound-

ary elements is also required. This is more difficult to obtain as multiple collocation points may

lie along a single boundary element. The closest boundary element to each collocation point

is found by looping over all of the boundary elements and calculating the distance from the

collocation point to each of the local element nodes. The element with the smallest sum of the

distances is then flagged.

Once the correct element has been selected, the { position of the collocation point within the

element is calculated. A modified Newton iteration is used that takes steps in { space from a

given starting value, usually set to { : 0.5. The algorithm continues until the size of the steps in

{ and global space are smaller than a specified tolerance. The tolerance chosen for this purpose

is the square root of machine precision (rtW) and the resulting { position is further checked

to enswe it lies within the appropriate (0,1) range. For each boundary collocation point the

nearest boundary element number is then stored along with the points' { position within the

element. These mapping processes are implemented so multiple connected boundary element

regions may be investigated in a single pass.

Because each of the passive torso regions in contact with the myocardial region is being solved

as a separate problem, it is necessary for each of the regions to have boundary conditions im-

posed that allows them to be solved in isolation. Regions extemal to the epicardium are grouped

into one problem where the boundary conditions on the torso surface are already prescribed (see

Section 2.5.1). Because of the need for an insulating boundary and a reference potential, the

consistency criterion of Salu (see Section 2.5.2) is again employed. On the epicardial surface of
the torso cavity region there is no prescribed set of boundary conditions and any combination of
flux and potential conditions may be imposed. Each ventricular region must also be capable of
being solved in isolation so each must have at least one potential boundary condition, but apart

from this restriction, either flux or potential boundary conditions may be used at each endocar-

dial interface node. It should be emphasised that the boundary conditions set on the epicardial

and endocardial surfaces only specifu the type of boundary condition that is imposed, the actual

value of the boundary conditions is calculated from the collocation mesh during the iteration

process. All myocardial surface boundary conditions start off at zero to be consistent with the

zero reference potential in the absence of any myocardial activation.
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The nature of the boundary conditions applied to the extracellular domain of the cardiac region

are derived from the boundary conditions applied to the boundary element surfaces that enclose

the heart. If the boundary element associated with a given boundary collocation point has po-

tential boundary conditions set at all local element nodes, the collocation point is given a flux

boundary condition. If all of the local element nodes have flux boundary conditions, the col-

location point is given a potential boundary condition. In cases where the local element nodes

have different boundary condition types applied, the collocation points are alloted boundary

conditions based on their ( location. This setup is designed to provide complimentary bound-

ary conditions across the myocardial surface. In order to generate a non-singular extracellular

matrix system, at least one boundary collocation point must have a potential boundary condi-

tion meaning that one boundary element node must have a flux boundary condition imposed.

After the solution of the passive torso problems, the extracellular boundary conditions are up-

dated from the current torso solutions. The extracellular solution is also assumed to start from

a potential ofzero in the absence ofany activation processes.

The solution process is started by solving each of the passive torso problems independently. The

time stepping process then begins and the transmembrane potential solution at the new time step

is calculated from the ionic currents and the diffi.rsive processes. The iterations then commence

for the new time step to produce extracellular and extramyocardial solutions that are consistent

across the myocardial boundaries. Using linear boundary elements, flux and potential boundary

values are exchanged between the cardiac and torso regions,
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where again the negative sign arises from the normal definitions. (Note the conductivity is a

tensor in the extracellular region and a scalar in the coupled extramyocardial regions).

Updating the boundary condition values at the boundary element nodes on the myocardial sur-

faces is a relatively straight forward process because of the one to one mapping between the

nodes and specific collocation points. If a potential is required at a node it is obtained directly

from the extracellular potential of the appropriate coupled collocation point. If a normal bound-

ary flux is required, the collocation approximation derived in Section 3.7 is used to calculate a

boundary flux value from the exhacellular potentials at the surrounding points (along with the

necessary change in sign). After all of the endocardial and epicardial torso boundary conditions

have been updated, the solution fields in each ofthe torso regions are recalculated.
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Calculating the new collocation boundary conditions from the boundary element solutions is

achieved through nodal interpolation as in general there may be more collocation points mapped

to a boundary element than there are local element nodes. If a potential boundary condition

is required at a collocation point, the stored element and { information is used to interpolate

the previously calculated nodal potentials. For flux boundary conditions the same technique

is employed, except that it is the nodal fluxes that are interpolated and the sign on the final

result is reversed. As the nodal fluxes are implicitly calculated by the boundary element method

no additional calculations are required to generate the nodal values. Once a complete set of
extracellular collocation boundary conditions is generated, the extracellular potential field over

the cardiac region is recalculated.

The termination criteria for the iterative process is defined in terms of the maximum allowable

flux and potential differences. At each boundary element node on the myocardial surfaces,

the current estimates of the solution fields are compared to the solutions stored at the colloca-

tion points to which they are coupled. From this comparison the maximum absolute flux and

potential differences between the solution fields are calculated and the iterations cease if both

differences are below user specified tolerance levels. Because of the difference in units, inde-

pendent tolerances are specified for the flux and potential termination criteria. There is also a

user specified limit placed on the maximum number of iterations that are performed before the

iteration process is deemed to have failed and iterating ceases. Once the iterative process has

converged, the transmembrane potential field is recomputed using the updated continuous ex-

tracellular field, but the contributions from the ionic currents are not recalculated. A bidomain

time step is then taken and the iterative procedure is started anew.

It has been found that without further constraints the iteration process may diverge or oscillate

for all but the simplest of cases. It is suspected that the size of the steps taken towards the solu-

tion are too large for the function being minimised, or that the step size influences the slope of
the convergence function. Relaxation parameters were therefore added to effectively reduce the

step size taken each time boundary conditions are transferred. The relaxation parameters are la-

belled rl1 and a2, where the or parameter applies to obtaining collocation boundary conditions

from the boundary elements and the a2 parameter applies to obtaining nodal boundary condi-

tions from the collocation solution. In both cases Equation (5.9) is used with the o, (: a1, o2)

parameter always multiplying the collocation point contribution. For a generic dependent vari-

able u,,

u. : (at) ?r 

"o7 
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Effectively the solution is then incremented only part of the way to the solution proposed by

the coupled adjacent region at each iteration. These parameters introduce a hade offbetween

convergence stability and speed. In the extreme case of ar : 1.0 ot a2 - 0.0, no progress is

made towards the converged solution. The lowest value of a1 and the highest value of a2 that

maintains convergence allows the largest steps to be taken towards the final solution.

After each bidomain time step there are several options for the choice of the initial boundary

condition values to be used as a starting point for the iterative process. This is effectively

selecting the initial boundary values to give to the extracellular collocation solution. One option

is to generate an additional coupled boundary element problem and to use an equivalent dipole

soruce solution to provide an initial estimate of the potential distribution within the whole torso

(see Section 5.1). The dipole solution is then transferred to the collocation mesh to give an

initial extracellular solution and throughout the remainder of the iteration process the dipole

solution is ignored. The main disadvantage to this approach is the additional computational

expense and memory overhead that is required to set up and solve the dipole problem as this

is often significant. Another option is to use the equal anisotropy analytic solution for y'" in

terms of the transmembrane potential field (see Section 2.4.2) as a starting point. There are

several disadvantages to this approach. The main disadvantage is that the starting solution is

referenced to the transmembrane potential solution and is not related to the reference potential

that is set on the torso surface. In addition to this, the equal anisotropy assumption may not

generate an accurate starting field for fully anisotropic simulations. The most efficient option for

restarting the iteration process after abidomain time step appears to be to use the final converged

solution from the previous time step as an initial estimate of the current solution. With the small

time steps that are needed to solve the bidomain equations, the solution is unlikely to change

significantly within the space of one step. After the iterations have converged, the resulting

solution has continuous solution fields throughout the cardiac and torso regions, and the fields

are all relative to the single reference potential set on the body surface.

The basic algorithm to calculate converged solutions if dipole sources are used to generate the

initial estimate is shown in Alsorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Iterations using dipoles as an initial estimate
Solve for the initial torso fields
foreach time step

Solve for the transmembrane potential

Create equivalent dipole sources

Solve the fuIl torso problem with dipoles

Update the extracellular boundary conditionsfrom the dipole solution

while not converged and less than maximum iterations

Solve for the extracellular potential

Update cardiac surface nodal boundary conditions

Solve for a new ventricular solution

Solve for a new torso solution

U p date ext rac ellular boundary c onditions

end while

S olve for the transmembrane potential

end foreach

If the analytic expression or the solution from the previous time step is used, the algorithm is as

follows,

Algorithm 2: Iterations without using dipoles as an initial estimate
Solve for the initial torso fields
foreach time step

Solve for the transmembrane potential

while not converged and less than maximum iterations

Solve for the extracellular potential

Update cardiac sutface nodal boundary conditions

Solve for a new ventricular solution

Solvefor anew torso solution

Update extracellular boundary conditions

end while

Solve for the transmembrane potential

end foreach

All of the problem geometries used here remain static over time so both the collocation and

torso matrices are assembled (and factorised if necessary) only once. It is only the right hand
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side vector of each matrix system that needs to be updated through time and during the iterative

procedure to generate new solutions.

5.2.2 The right ventricle

The boundary elements that describe the right ventricle and all of the other boundary element

regions are defined assuming that an outward normal vector is created from a 90o anticlockwise

rotation of a tangential vector that lies in the increasing { direction.

Figure 5.5: Normal reversals on an idealised right ventricle. The black lines rep-

resent the boundary elements and the blue circles are the boundary el-

ement nodes. In the left diagram, the red alrows are the directions in
which the boundary elements are defined with the long green alrows

being tangential to the boundary elements. The small green arrows are

the original outward normal directions for the boundary elements. In the

diagram on the right the gold arrows are the reversed normal directions.

To maintain a set of normal directions that are consistent with the other regions in the mesh,

the stored boundary element normals are reversed on the right ventricular septal surface (see

Figure 5.5). This reversal is independent of the negative sign that arises from any transfer of

flux values.

Special attention must be given to the two cusps on the right ventricular endocardium as they are

defined to be internal to the collocation scheme but are coupled to a boundary element node. All
of the collocation points are scanned to find the node to collocation point couplings at the cusp
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points to pick up the internal points to which they are connected. The boundary element nodes

located at the cusps are defined to have zero flux boundary conditions applied at all times. This

is consistent with the definition of the cusps where any crrrent flowing in a normal direction at

the cusp point does not enter the ventricular region (see Figure 5.6).

F
Figure 5.6: The effect of the no flux boundary condition at the cusps. The blue

arrows represent current flow. Any current flow at the cusp point does

not flow into another region because the surface normals at the cusp are

collinear.

On the other side of the iteration, the cusp boundary element nodes do not return a value to the

coupled collocation points because the collocation points are internal and are unable to receive

the boundary condition. Here the value is calculated from the extracellular potential field using

the local quadratic element as is the case for any other internal point as is shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: An idealised view of a right ventricular cusp. The blue points are bound-
ary element nodes. The red points are the collocation points associated

with the local quadratic element about the collocation point at the cusp,

and the green points are collocation points not involved in the local
quadratic element. The collocation point at the cusp is connected to
collocation points in all { directions so it is intemal but it is still coupled
to a boundarv element node.
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5.2.3 Derivative boundary element coupling

By solving for the derivative quantities in addition to the standard dependent variables, more

accurate solutions may be generated for a given mesh resolution. The derivative terms may also

help to represent the steep potential gradients that exist at wavefronts. Although there are twice

as many solution degrees of freedom at each boundary element node, the basic iterative process

remains unchanged. Additional computations are required to calculate collocation approxima-

tions to the extra derivative terms that are solved for directly by the derivative boundary element

method. The process of updating a collocation boundary condition from a boundary element

solution remains unchanged, except that potential and flux values are interpolated using the cu-

bic Hermite basis functions. In two dimensions the new degrees of freedom added to the torso

solutions are the arc length derivative of potential and the arc length derivative of the normal

boundary flux, both of which must be calculated from the collocation mesh.
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Here s" and so are unit vectors tangential to the coupled regions, while n" and n o are unit

outward normal vectors. In order to keep the direction of current flow consistent, the epicardial

and endocardial surfaces are handled separately. Figure 5.8 shows the n and s directions de-

fined on the myocardial surfaces for an idealised geometry and Table 5.1 shows for epicardial

and endocardial surfaces, which of the dependent variables are reversed in sign when they are

transferred between problems and which are unchanged.

Variable Epic ardium I Endoc ardium

d lunchangedl unchanged
(VO).n I reversed I reversed

(oY$).s I unchanged I reversed

[V (ovp) .n]. s I reversed I unchanged

Table 5.1: Dependent variable direction reversal on the epicardial and endocardial

surfaces.

The same technique is used to generate collocation approximations for both of the additional

dependent variables. For a generic arc length direction s and a generic potential variable $, the

derivatives may be expressed as

oQ.S: 
ÔS

(vd) (s.r2)
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Figure 5.8: An idealised boundary element ventricular region is surrounded by a

finite element bidomain region which in turn is surrounded by another
boundary element region. The blue arrows are used to indicate bound-
ary element tangential directions and the red arrows are used to indicate
finite element tangential directions. The green affows indicate the di-
rection defined to be normal to the other arrows.

and may be discretised to obtain a two point two sided collocation approximation.

ao :di+1 -di-1
0s As1 * As2

(5.13)

Here the dt+r value is the potential from the neighbouring collocation point in the positive

tangential { direction and As1 is the distance between the point of interest and the r. * 1 point.

The 4;z-t value is taken from the nearest neighbour in the negative tangential { direction and

As2 is the distance to that point. The distances are calculated in global rectangular Cartesian

coordinates and in general the magnitudes of As1 and As2 are not equal. For the arc length

derivative of the normal boundary flux, a flux value is calculated using the techniques shown

in Section 3.7 at the i f 1 and i - 1 points. The resulting values are then substituted into

the arc length approximation given by Equation (5.13). A more complicated four point two

sided approximation has been trialled but it was found to make little difference to the calculated

derivatives.
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5.3 Direct assemblv

This section describes the techniques used to assemble the extramyocardial boundary element

equations and the extracellular collocation equations into a single matrix system that may be

solved to directly obtain continuous extracellular and extramyocardial fields. This approach has

the advantage that it removes the need to iterate across the cardiac boundaries and therefore

eliminates any convergence issues, directly returning a continuous solution at each time step.

The main disadvantage is that the matrix becomes less sparse due to dense boundary element re-

gions and the imposition of the coupling conditions. It also initially takes longer to assemble the

coupled extracellular matrix (and to factorise it if a direct solver is used). The transmembrane

potential matrix remains unchanged and is coupled only to the exhacellular domain through the

bidomain equations.

For all of the situations described in this section it has been assumed that there is a boundary

element node located at each collocation point to be coupled, and only linear boundary elements

are used here for this form of coupling. The direct assembly problem may be separated into three

cases. The first case deals with a collocation region fully enclosing a single boundary element

region and the second case has a collocation region fully enclosing multiple boundary element

regions. The final case deals with the addition of an external boundary element region that

encloses the collocation region (and indirectly any regions enclosed by the collocation mesh).

5.3.1 A fully enclosed boundary element region

In this case, illustrated in Figure 5.9, there is a single circular boundary element region which is

completely enclosed by an annular collocation region. The collocation points are divided into

several categories based on their locations. Boundary collocation points that are not connected

to boundary element nodes are given the subscript h and the corresponding collocation coeffi-

cients are denoted by Ii6 Boundary collocation points connected to boundary element nodes

are given the subscript b with collocation coefficients K6. Internal collocation points that are

used in the collocation approximations of the normal boundary fluxes are given the subscript

j and collocation coefficients I{i. Any remaining collocation points are internal and are not

directly involved in the boundary element coupling and these points are given the subscript 1

with coefficients 1(7.

t6l
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(a) b points. ft) j points.

(c) l points. (d) h points.

Figure 5.9: A simple annular finite element mesh enclosing a circular boundary el-
ement mesh. Collocation points of interest are blue and the remainder
of the collocation points are red. The top left figure (a) shows type b

collocation points that are coupled to boundary elements. The top right
figure (b) shows type f collocation points that are used to calculate nor-
mal boundary fluxes. The bottom left figure (c) shows type 1 collocation
points that are internal and not involved on any coupling and the bottom
right figure (d) shows type h collocation points that are external but are

uncoupled.
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The governing equation for the exhacellular potential

Equation (2.11)) is

field, 6", in the cardiac

r63

region (from

-v' ((o, * o")Y5") - v' (o;YV^)

and may be represented by a matrix system of the form

(s.14)

KQ: f (5.15)

Here K is a matrix of the collocation point coefficients, rf is the vector of exhacellular poten-

tials and f is the right hand side vector, calculated from the transmembrane potential field and

applied boundary conditions. The K matrix may be expressed in terms of the collocation point

groups as

Km Knj

Krr Kr j
Kit Kii
Kar Kaj

By considering the circular boundary element region in isolation, a matrix system may be cre-

ated to solve the generalised Laplace equation derived in Section 2.29. The coefficients may be

assembled into a matrix svstem of the form

GQ: Hq (5.1 6)

where @ represents the potential dependent variable and G is the matrix of dependent variable

coefficients, g represents the normal flux at each node and 11 is the matrix of flux coefficients.

Boundary conditions would normally be applied to Equation (5.16) to form a square b x b system

of equations to be solved (here b is both the number of boundary element nodes and the number

of coupled collocation points). Each element of the g vector may also be described in terms

of a numerical approximation from the collocation scheme as is described in Section 3.7. The

coefficients from the collocation approximations are assembled into a matrix that is assigned the

letter D. Each row in D represents a boundary collocation point coupled to a boundary element

node and the values in each row are the collocation flux coefficients, placed in the appropriate

columns. The D matrix therefore has b rows and (b * 7) columns. A continuous flux condition

mav be written as

'{rllfil lll

I onn

lo,n
l*tn
lKun

q: -DQ (s. l 7)
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which gives an expression for g in terms of the collocation coefficients and @. The negative

sign appears because both the collocation and the boundary element regions are defined to have

outward normal vectors. Combining Equation (5.16) and Equation (5.17) gives

Hq:- HDb

: [*,] l-r" -D,,f

: l-u*ouu -H*Doif

Using this result in Equation (5.16) gives

l-r*r* -n*Doi)

Rearranging Equation (5.2I) gives an expression for the equations at the

tion/boundary element nodes, i.e.,

["* * HuuDuu n*Drif

Io,l
ldi)

lrl

(5. r 8)

(s.1e)

(5.20)

(s.2t)

coupled colloca-

(s.22)

This expression is then assembled into the collocation matrix from Equation (5.15).

Equation (5.23) demonshates a simplified view of the actual matrix structure. Because of dif-

ferences between the node and collocation point numbering systems, the G and H matrices

have their rows and columns pivoted to prepare them for assembly into the K matrix that is

assembled in ascending collocation point order. The global collocation point numbers within

each classification are also not continuous. Because of the size of the problems that are often

constructed, only fully populated matrices are not stored in sparse structwes. As with the stan-

dard collocation method, the K matrix, including the boundary element constraints, is written

directly into a sparse matrix structure to keep large problems computationally feasible. The D

matrix is stored as fullypopulated as it is only sparse until it is overwritten with G + H D (which

is fully populated as is IID). After the K matrix has been assembled, the memory used to store

[*l
Vi)l"uu,l lfi] 

:

[i;] 
:'

frl : iil 623,

v,) lfl

ln* Knr Khj Knu

lO,n Krr Krj Krn

lOtn Ki, Kii Kio

L 0 0 H66D6i Gau*HuuDau
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the intermediate matrices is deallocated. In general the final solution matrix contains approx-

imately four times more non-zeros than are generated from an equivalent isolated collocation

formulation. The boundary conditions for f 1 and .f i *e found from Equation (5.14) and for f 7,

any potential or flux boundary conditions may be applied.

5.3.2 TWo fully enclosed boundary element regions

The addition of a second fully enclosed boundary element region poses the problem of how to

handle multiple region couplings. This situation is illustrated by the low resolution heart slice

shown in Figure 5.10.

Figwe 5.10: A two dimensional heart slice with a low resolution collocation mesh.

Red indicates normal collocation points and blue indicates points that

are both collocation points and boundary element nodes. The two ven-

tricles are set up as separate regions.

Initially it was thought that having separate G, H and D matrices for each coupled region may

be the best way to proceed but this approach has been found to create unnecessary complexities.

The method implemented here assembles all coupled boundary element regions into a single

pair of matrices, while the general structure of the D matrix remains unchanged. If the two

boundary elements regions are labelled regions 7 and 2 with corresponding matrices G7, HI

165
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andc2, H2 then the form of the boundary element system is

(s.24)

(s.2s)

These matrices are then used as if they have been generated from a single region where again the

rows and columns are pivoted to match the collocation point numbering. All coupled boundary

collocation points and the flux coefficients that connect them to either of the boundary element

regions are assembled into the D matrix. The cusps in the right ventricle create one fi,rther

difficulty because they have internal collocation points and are connected to boundary element

nodes. It is again assumed that there is no current flow from the cusp nodes into the ventric-

ular blood mass, meaning the corresponding entries in the q vector are zero. This allows the

appropriate columns from the -FI matrix to be eliminated, but in practice the values in the cor-

responding rows of the D matrix are set to zero (which is mathematically equivalent). This

is more efficient because the flux coefficients are not precalculated for the internal cusp points

and would have required specialised computations had they been needed. The remainder of
the assembly proceeds in the same manner that is used in the single enclosed region case. The

final equations generated for the cusp points are internal collocation point formulations with the

inclusion of the element splitting from Section 3.8.

Ifthere are regions ofinterest outside the collocation region, an iterative procedure as described

in Section 5.2 may be used across the h boundary while still solving for the interior regions

directly. Simulations have shown that this combination may be more stable than iterating across

all of the surfaces as it reduces the iteration process to a single surface fixed point iteration.

5.3.3 Adding an external region

An external region that fully encloses the collocation region and indirectly any regions that are

enclosed by the collocation region, may be added to either of the previous two formulations.

Graphical examples of this are shown in Figure 5.11. This problem introduces boundary ele-

ment nodes that are not coupled to collocation points, and this increases the overall number of
solution variables in the mesh. In this situation all of the boundary collocation points are cou-

pled to boundary element nodes. The boundary element nodes that are not directly coupled to a

collocation point are assigned an imaginary collocation point to which they are coupled. These

GQ:Hq

[""lfr]:["' ,]['l
L o G2l 10.-) L o nz) pz)
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Figure 5.1 I : The left figure (a) shows a single ventricle and collocation region sur-

rounded by another boundary element region where blue points are

coupled points and red points are uncoupled points. The right figure
(b) shows a two ventricle problem that is surrounded by another bound-
ary element region where blue points are additional solution points and

red points are original solution points.

imaginary points are numbered from the highest real collocation point number plus one, to the

highest real collocation point number plus the number of imaginary points. This numbering is

then used to assemble the global solution matrix while maintaining rows and columns ordered

by the global collocation point numbers. The additional points are given the subscript f and

matrix coefficients K1. For the case where the collocation region encloses fwo other boundary

element regions, the external passive region may be represented by the matrices G3 and H3.

The structure of the combined boundarv element matrix svstem is then

GTou
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o)(a)

0

0

0

00
G2u, 0

0 G366

o G36

bhO0
H2tt 0

0 H3uu

0 HStu J,,l [lil]ltillll
0

0

G3u,

G3u

(s.26)

where the b rows are coupled rows and the I rows are uncoupled rows. The D matrix is extended

to include the imaginary collocation points as is llD and GA.FID which overwrites D to reduce

the memory overhead. The boundary element matrix system may now be thought of in terms of

coupled (b) and uncoupled (f) nodes.

ffi
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(s.27)

The outer surface of the torso domain is assumed to have an insulating air boundary so the qt

values are therefore zero. The coupling conditions are then formulated to find an expression

equivalent to Equation (5.18).

(s.28)

This system is then combined with the G matrix to obtain an equation in the same form as

Equation (5.22).

(s.29)

(5.30)

The result is assembled into the K matrix where there are no longer any h collocation points.

lz:z',',)l\:,):li;,?llr,l

l*,,

L"f'

Hq-- W:?:ll'{';' l] l1l
_ _lo*r* HuuDui rl ij:l: - 

lHruDro HtoDui tj 
l7r]

f"** HuuDuu ,uuru, Ju,iifi',
LG,a + HtuDau HtuDuj 6tt) 

l;r)

(ri Kru o I lo,l fr,l

,{:;,, "*f i*r* "',,1 
lfi l 

: 
lf I

HtuDas Gta * HtoDuu *,r) LO,l Lo l

(5.31)

Again the non-zero entries in the right hand side vector are calculated from the transmembrane

potential field.

In order to have a non-singular set ofequations it is necessary to fix one ofthe torso surface

nodes to be a zero reference potential. The row and column that relate to the fixed node are

eliminated from the matrix system during the assembly process and the consistency criteria of
Salu as described in Section 2.5.2 is then used to generate solutions consistent with the system

of equations. The number of rows and columns in the final matrix system is then equal to
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the number of collocation points plus the number of uncoupled boundary element nodes minus

one for the reference potential. In most situations the number of collocation points will be

significantly larger than the number of uncoupled boundary element nodes. After each solution

step the solution is copied from the imaginary collocation point storage back into the uncoupled

torso node storage to allow the torso solutions to be retrieved readily. The full matrix assembly

algorithm is now given, followed by full solution algorithm.

Algorithm 3: Calculation of a coupled extracellular/extramyocardial solution matrix
Setup -

Create a list of the torso surface node numbers
Create imaginary collocation point numbers
Create torso node-collocation point mapping
Create D matrix -
Number of rows in D is the number of boundary element nodes from all regions
Number of columns in D is the number of rows plus flux calculation points
Initialise the D matrix
Flag the cusp nodes

foreach coupled collocation point
if point is a cusp node

Do nothing
else

Calculate boundary flux cofficients
Write fiux cofficients into D

end if
end foreach
Create unified G and H matrices -
Calculate size of unified matrix: number of boundary elements

Initialise unified G and H matrices
Write the first boundary element region into G and H (top left)
Write the second boundary element region into G and H (centre)

Wite the third boundary element region into G and H (bottom right)
Calculate pivot order -
foreach coupled collocation point

Write the coupled collocation numbers into a list
end foreach
Sort the list and keep the pivot vector

r69
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Pivot G and H rows -

foreach point in list
if list entry is not equal to list position

Must pivot
foreach remaining point in list

if list entry equals outer loop list position
foreachGandHcolumn

Perform pivot
end foreach

end if
end foreach

end if
end foreach
Pivot G and H columns -
foreach point in list

if list entry is not equal to list position
Must pivot
foreach remaining point in list

if list entry equals outer loop list position
foreachGandHrow

Perform pivot
end foreach

end if
end foreach

end if
end foreach
Calculate HD -
foreach row in H

foreach non-zero column in D
Perform matix multiplicationwith non-zero D rows
Write answer into HD matrix

end foreach
end foreach
Calcalate G+HD -
Copy HD matrix into parts of the D matrix
Add G matrix to parts of the D matrix
Assetnble the solutinn matrix -
FIag reference potential row and column to be removed

Algorithm 3: continued
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foreach collocation point (incl. imaginary)
Create a matrix row
if point is internal

Calculate dffision coefficients
Write into sparse solution matix

else if point is the reference potential
Do nothing

else if point is coupled or a torso node

if point is less than reference point
foreach solution matrix column

if column number is less than reference point
Write G+HD entry into the solutionmatrix

else

Shif"t column number back one column
Write G+HD entm into the solution matrix

end if
end foreach

else ifpoint is greater than reference point
Shift row number back one row
if column number is less than reference point

Write G+HD entry into the solutionmatrix
else

Shift column number back one column
Write G+HD entry into the solutionmatix

end if
end if

end if
end foreach

Algorithm 3: concluded

t7l
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Algorithm 4: Directly coupled torso solution algorithm
if first time through

Read in problem type and problem regions
Initialise arrays
Calculate array indices for stimulus currents
Calculate array indices for solution storage
Set up array dimensions based on ionic current model
As semble transmembrane potential matrix
C alc ulate int e rfac e c olloc ation p oint s

Allocate temporary assembly arrays
Assemble the coupled extracellular matrix
Free temporary assembly arrays
Set the extracellular right hand side vector to 7

Perform an initial extracellular solutionfor SaIu

Store SaIu extracellular solution
else

Read in problem type and problem regions

end if
Store current solution
while main integration loop

if transmembrane solution is required
if time stepping

foreach collocation point
Calculate applied stimulus
Calculate extracellular current flow
Calc ulate ionic current s

end foreach
else

foreach collocation point
C alc ulate extrac ellular c urrent flnw

end foreach
end if
Calculate the right hand side vectorfor the transmembrane matrix
Solve the transmembrane system of equations
Calculate the change in potential to calculate activation times

end if
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if exfracellular solution is required
Calculate extracellular right hand side vector
Solve coupled extracellular matrix
Calculate the Saluparametet alpha
forea'ch solution point

Adjust point solution by alpha times the Salu solution
if boundary element node

Write solution into node storage
end if

end foreach
end if
Update timc counter if tirne stepping
Check stopping c riteria

end while

Algorithm 4: concluded

t73



Chapter 6

Coupling validation

The solution techniques described in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 must be tested to

ensure the results they produce are accurate and reliable. In this chapter, the techniques imple-

mented to solve the forward problem of electrocardiology are tested first in isolation and then

coupled together to demonstrate their effectiveness and to ascertain where weaknesses exist. In

the first series of tests, a Laplace equation is solved using the collocation method and the results

are compared to known analyic solutions. Following this, the finite element and boundary ele-

ment methods are also tested using a Laplace equation. The propagation of wavefronts through

an active cardiac region is then tested, examining wave speeds and shapes under a variety of

circumstances. The cubic ionic current model is used for these tests as it is the fastest to solve

and tissue recovery is not required. Finally, the fixed point iteration and direct assembly cou-

pling techniques are tested, including an investigation into the nature of the fixed points and the

parameters required to obtain the fastest convergence.

6.L Measures of error

Two measures of error have been chosen from the many available to quantiff the differences

between the exact analyic solutions and the results generated from the numerical solutions. The

first error measure is the absolute Root Mean Squared (absolute RMS) error which provides

information on the magnitude of the etrors in the solution. The number of points used, l{, is

dependent on the solution technique involved. For the passive torso methods, N will usually

t75
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be the number of solution nodes while for the collocation method N will be the number of
collocation points for errors in potential, and the number of boundary collocation points for

other accuracv measures.

absolute RM S :

N

| (6'","", - d'"oro,,or"o)'

(6.1)

In addition to the absolute RMS error measure, a relative Root Mean Squared effor measwe

(relative RMS) is also used to provide an indication of the eror magnitudes with respect to

the magnitude of the solution field. This error measure may be multiplied by 100 to obtain a

percentage error.

,; 12
- Qcabutated,)

relati,ue RMS : (6.2)

In some cases the analyic solution may be integrated over the domain and so a different rel-

ative error measure is used. This error measure is known as the Normalised Integral of the

Difference between the exact and numerical solutions Squared (NIDS). When used with the

boundary element methodthe numerically calculated integral is foundusing nodal interpolation

and Gaussian quadrature.
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(6.3)

The exact integral can be calculated analytically for simple circular and spherical domains.

Signal traces

In addition to tests against analytic solutions it is also necessary to have numerical measures for

quantiffing the differences between two signal traces (or two sets of signal faces). If the two
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signal sets to be compared are labelled A and B, a relative RMS difference measure may be

calculated from

N

D@; - doo)'
i=1
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relatiue R,lul S : (6.4)

This provides a measure of the difference in magnitude between signals but is sensitive to trans-

lations and scaling, especially in areas of high gradients. Here the ly' parameter is the number

of electrodes to be compared between two sets of traces. For time intervals, each signal is

integrated before being compared. Another method used to test for signal differences is the

Correlation Coefficient (CC). This measure tests for similarpatterns common to the sets of sig-

nal traces and is a good complimentary measurement to the relative RMS error as it is insensitive

to differences in scaling or translations.

CC: (6.5)

A correlation coefficient of one means the signals are perfectly correlated. In addition to these

measures, several simple difference tests are also used. These include minimum (: maximum

negative) and maximum potential differences, minimum and maximum integrated signal differ-

ences and the location of the minimum and maximum signal values.

6.2 Collocation solutions to Laplace's equation

The Laplacian operator occurs in both of the bidomain equations that are used to describe car-

diac electrical activity. The operator occurs twice in the transmembrane potential equation

N

Do'^'
i=1
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shown in Equation (2.17) and twice again in the extracellular potential equation given by Equa-

tion (2.16). Another Laplacian operator is used to describe the potential field in passive regions

of the torso. Because of this dependence it is necessary to thoroughly test the collocation method

against known analyic solutions to Laplace's equation to ensure the integrity of results obtained

in more complex simulations. The torso solution techniques are tested against analytic solutions

later in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. Passive simulations are used to test the collocation method in one,

two and three dimensions over a wide range of meshes to check the convergence and accuacy

of the solutions.

6.2.1 Collocation tests in one dimension

The simplest test cases are designed to check solutions to Laplace's equation over a one dimen-

sional fibre where the analytic solution used is d : r. Tests are performed on the two fibres

shown in Figure 6.1. The first case has finite elements of equal length making up the fibre and

the second case has alternating long and short finite elements. For both fibres the same number

of collocation points are generated in each of the finite elements creating one regular and one

irregular collocation mesh. The fibres are 128mm long and the boundary conditions are applied

by speci$ring the exact potential solution at the extremities of the fibres. Simulations are run

(a) Even element spacing

(b) Uneven element spacing

Figure 6.1: Two one dimensional meshes. The red points represent finite element
nodes. The same number of collocation points were generated in each

element giving even spacings in (a) and uneven spacings in (b).

with 3, 5,9,77,33 and 65 collocation points per finite element which relates to average spatial

resolutions between 4 and}.125mm. Relative and absolute RMS errors in boundary current and

potential are calculated and all simulations retumed effors of less than 10-8 for both variables.
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6,2.2 Collocation tests in two dimensions

The collocation method is tested in two dimensions on three mesh types. Tests are first per-

formed on a series of square meshes and these are followed by a series of tests on annular

domains. The final series of tests are then nrn on an anatomically based two dimensional heart

slice. The analyic solution to Laplace's equation chosen to test the collocation method was

d : 12 - y2 for all of the two dimensional domains and unless otherwise stated, analytic poten-

tial boundary conditions are applied to all domain boundaries. Over any geometry, potential (/)
can be calculated at all collocation points and normal boundary currents (fi) ca"be compared

at all boundary points. On domains that have cubic Hermite interpolation in a circumferential

direction, such as the annular and heart slice meshes, the arc length derivative of potential ( 3)
can also be computed and in addition to this the arc length derivative of the normal current

A2A(-) can be calculated analytically on circular or annular domains. Equations (6.6) and (6.7)
dnos

give the analytic expressions for the two first derivatives of potential.
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(6.7)

The normal rz and tangential s vectors for the analytic solutions are calculated numerically as

shown previously in Section 3.7 while Figure 6.2 provides a graphical representation of the

adopted notation for this section. On circular domains of known radius, the analytic expression

for the second order derivative term may be derived by the following method.

(6.8)
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Figure 6.2: The adopted notation shown on a circular domain

Note that for collocation points in an annulus the normal direction is reversed on the inner

surface so the analytic solution ,t #and in this case the appropriate radius mustbe specified

for each boundary.

Bilinear tests

The two dimensional convergence properties are initially investigated on four square meshes

with different internal structures. The four meshes selected are shown in Figure 6.3 where the

black lines represent the finite element boundaries that describe the geometry of the solution

domain, and the points demonstrate the lowest resolution collocation mesh that is tested. All
of the meshes measure 64mm x 64mm in size and use bilinear interpolation over the finite

elements.
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Figure 6.3: The four square geometries used to test the collocation method solving a
Laplace equation. In the top left figure (a) the test mesh has even collo-
cation point and element spacings and top right figure (b) shows uneven

element spacings and even collocation point spacings. The bottom left
figure (c) shows uneven element spacings and uneven collocation point
spacings and finally the bottom right figure (d) shows a skewed mesh.

The red points indicate the lowest resolution of collocation points gen-

erated.
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The first test mesh is constructed from four identical square finite elements and equal numbers

of collocation points are created within each element and also in each { direction as is shown

in Figure 6.3 (a). The testing process starts with 3 x 3 collocation points in each element and

increases to 5, 9, 17,33 and 65 x 65 points giving resolutions from 16 to 0.5mm. The resulting

potential and RMS error fields are displayed in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. All of the these tests return

errors below 10-8. even on the lowest resolution mesh.

-,

-I

-4096.0 -2048.0 0.0 2048.0 4096.0

Figure 6.4: The potential field from the solution of Laplace's equation on a regular
bilinear mesh drawn over the collocation mesh (scale bar in mV)

0.0 3.5 x 10-11 7.0 x 10-1r

of Laplace's equation on a reg-Figure 6.5: Absolute RMS effors from the solution
ular bilinear mesh plotted as a field.

The second test mesh maintains even global collocation point spacings but over finite elements

of irregular sizes as shown by Figure 6.3 (b). The number of collocation points in the largest
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square element begins at 7 x 7 and increases to 97 x 97 giving resolutions between 8 and 0.5mm.

With increasing mesh resolution both the absolute and relative RMS error measures show linear

convergence as is shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Absolute and relative RMS errors from an analytic solution test of the

errors in current and potential against collocation point resolution on a

square mesh with uneven element and even collocation point spacings

as is shown in Figure 6.3 (b).

The third square mesh test retains the inegular finite element mesh generated for the second

series of tests but an equal number of collocation points are created in each element leading to

irregular global collocation point spacings. Tests are run starting with 3 x 3 collocation points

per element and this is increased to 65 x 65 points per element giving average mesh resolutions

between 16 and 0.5mm. The errors resulting from these tests are shown in Figure 6.7 where

again linear convergence is achieved.

The final topologically square test run involves a highly skewed finite element mesh as shown

in Figure 6.3 (d). In the top left element, the mesh is so skewed that the €r and {2 directions

that are orthogonal in local element space, in fact lie in the same direction in global space. In

this extreme case the convergence is not as regular as it is for the previous examples, but still

convergence does occur and the errors are relatively small as is shown in Figure 6.8. Again

collocation point resolutions in the range of 3 x 3 to 65 x 65 points per finite element are used.

+ Potcntial +
Cun cttt -* -
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Figure 6.7: Absolute and relative RMS errors from an analytic solution test of the
erors in ctrrent and potential against collocation point resolution on a
square mesh with uneven element and uneven collocation point spacings

as is shown in Figure 6.3 (c).
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Figure 6.8: Absolute and relative RMS errors from an analytic solution test of the
errors in current and potential against collocation point resolution on a
square mesh with skewed intemal elements as is shown in Figure 6.3
(d).
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Annular tests

A second series of two dimensional tests are run on the annular meshes shown in Figure 6.9. It

is possible to calculate the errors in the solution field plus the three derivatives on these domains

as cubic Hermite interpolation is used in the circumferential direction, while linear bases are

usedintheradial direction. Allmeshes are testedat3 x 3,5 x 5,9 x 9,17 x 77,33 x 33 and

65 x 65 collocation point per finite element and all have an inner radius of 5 mm and an outer

radius of 10 mm.

(c)

Figure 6.9: The three annular meshes used to solve Laplace's equation in two di-
mensions. The top left figure (a) shows the test mesh with even element

spacings, the top right figure (b) shows uneven element spacings and

uneven collocation point spacings and the bottom figure (c) shows a

twisted annular mesh. The red points indicate the lowest resolution of
collocation points tested.
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The first test is performed on an annulus made up of 16 regular finite elements as is shown in

Figure 6.9 (a) and the results from this test are shown in Figure 6.10. As the mesh resolution

is increased the potential, boundary current, and the arc length derivative of potential all show

good convergence. The cross derivative (arc length derivative of current) does not show conver-

gence in this or the proceeding tests and an explanation for this is given later in the last test of
this section.
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Figure 6.10: Convergence results for the annular mesh shown in Figure 6.9 (a). The
left figure (a) shows the absolute RMS enor against the number of
collocation points and the right figure (b) shows relative RMS error
against the number of collocation points.

The second test is conducted on an annulus constructed from eight small and four large elements

as is shown in Figure 6.9 (b). The same number of collocation points are created in each element

leading to irregular collocation point and element spacings. The results of these simulations are

shown in Figure 6.1 I and again all of the results except the cross derivative term show straight

line convergence on a log/log plot.

The third test mesh is created from an eight finite element annulus whose outer surface has been

rotated clockwise though a 45 " angle as is shown in Figure 6.9 (c). The results from this test

as the collocation resolution is increased are given in Figure 6.12 and proper convergence is

achieved with the exception of the cross derivative term.

An additional test is also run on the regular mesh shown in Figure 6.9 (a). In this test the analytic

solution is imposed by setting the exact value of boundary currents at all of the boundary points

except one, where a potential boundary condition is set to maintain a consistent set of equations.

\
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\
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Figure 6.1 1: Convergence results for the annular mesh shown in Figure 6.9 (b). The

left figure (a) shows the absolute RMS elror against the number of
collocation points and the right figure (b) shows the relative RMS error
against the number of collocation points.
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Figure 6.12: Convergence results for the annular mesh shown in Figr.re 6.9 (c). The

left figure (a) shows the absolute RMS effor against the number of
collocation points and the right figure (b) shows the relative RMS error
against the number of collocation points.
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This test is important because for the iterative procedure either a current or a potential boundary

condition may be specified at any boundary collocation point. The results from this simulation

are shown in Figure 6.13 and good convergence towards the analytic solution is achieved in

this case also. The current curve is missing from this figure because the currents are already

specified and therefore are not solved for.
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Figure 6.13: Convergence results for an annulus with analytic current boundary
conditions. The left figwe (a) shows the absolute RMS error against

the number of collocation points and the right figure (b) shows the rel-
ative RMS error against the number of collocation points.

The final test in the fwo dimensional annular series is performed to demonstrate convergence in

the arc length derivative of current term that has not shown convergence in the preceding tests.

It is not possible to exactly represent a circle with cubic Hermite elements and this introduces

errors to both the calculation of the collocation point coordinates and to the calculation of the

normal and tangential vectors. A testing scheme is set up where the number of collocation

points remains constant and the number of finite elements used to represent the annular mesh

is altered. The collocation point mesh is created so there are always 17 points radially and 128

points circumferentially, and the finite elements are always arranged in a regular fashion with

the radial direction one element wide. The lowest resolution tested contains 2 finite elements

and this is increased to 4, 8, 16, 32 and finally 64 elements. The results of this refinement are

shown in Figure 6.14.

As expected, there is little change in the solution variable or the two first derivatives as the collo-

cation point resolution remains constant but, as more finite elements are added, the mesh better

approximates a circle and the arc length derivative of current term shows proper convergence.
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Figure 6.14: Convergence results for the arc length derivative of curent test on an

annulus. The left figure (a) shows the absolute RMS error against the

number of finite elements and the right figure (b) shows the relative
RMS error asainst the number of finite elements.

Heart slice tests

The final passive analytic test of the collocation method in two dimensions is performed on the

heart slice mesh that is demonstrated in Section 2.3. Potential boundary conditions are set at all

external collocation points and the points on the right ventricular cusps are treated as intemal

points. The number of collocation points in each finite element is varied from 3 x 3 to 33 x 33

and the resulting effors in the potential field, the boundary crurents and the arc length derivative

of potential are calculated. The results from these simulations are shown in Figure 6.15.

All three tested quantities show convergence over the tested range of resolutions. The absolute

RMS errors are larger than the erors from the other two dimensional tests because the mesh is

much larger and therefore a similar relative error is amplified further away from the origin. Plots

of the absolute and relative RMS error fields for the highest resolution simulation are shown in

Figures 6.16 and 6.17. The cusps are still a source of enor but the magnitude of the errors is

reasonably small. The largest enors in the relative RMS plot occur on the lines U : r and

a : -r where the denominator in the analytic solution approaches zero. The elrors generated

by the cusps may be eliminated by generating the collocation points so the global point spacings

are the same on both sides of the cusps but this is difficult to achieve on realistic geometries.
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Figrre 6. 1 5: Convergence results for an analytic solution test on the heart slice. The

left figure (a) shows the absolute RMS error against the collocation
point resolution and the right figure (b) shows the relative RMS error
against the collocation point resolution.
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Figure 6.16: The absolute RMS errors (scale bar in mV) in the potential field plotted
over the heart slice mesh.
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Figure 6.17: The relative RMS errors in the potential field plotted over the heart

slice mesh.

6.2.3 Collocation tests in three dimensions

The analytic solution chosen to test the collocation method in three dimensions is $ : ,2 4
A2 - 2zz and so the analytic expression for the normal boundary current at a point is

191

ao ao
ar: o^nn

: (2r +0- 0)r, + (0+2a -0)n, + (0+ 0-42)n2
:2rntl2yn2-42n3 (6.10)

As large amounts of fill-in are generated when creating the LU factorisation of a three dimen-

sional collocation matrix, a sparse Generalised Minimal Residual (GMRES) matrix solver is

used for these tests with diagonal preconditioning. The first test mesh is a cube constructed

from eight finite elements with trilinear interpolation. Extemally the cube measures 16mm in

each direction but the eight elements are all different sizes as is shown in Figure 6.18 (a). The

lowest resolution used is 3 x 3 x 3 collocation points in each finite element and this is then

refined up to a maximum of 33 x 33 x 33 collocation points in each finite element giving a total

of 274625 points. This equates to average resolutions of between 4 and 0.25 mm. The results

from this convergence test are given in Figure 6.19. Both of the eror measures show good con-

vergence towards the anallic solution as the resolution of the collocation points is increased.
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(a) Uneven elements (b) Skewed elements

(c) Prolate elements

Figure 6.18: The three dimensional meshes used to test the collocation method
against an analytic solution. The two top figwes (a) and (b) are in
a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system and the lower figure (c) is in
a prolate spheroidal coordinate system.
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Figure 6. 19: Relative and absolute RMS effors plotted against collocation point res-

olution for a three dimensional cube test mesh constructed from eight
finite elements of unequal sizes.

The second test is based on another cube with the same extemal geometry and using the same

interpolation scheme. In this case the internal boundaries of the finite elements are skewed as is

shown in Figure 6. 18 (b). Two of the three intemal planes are tilted and then the centre node is

moved away from the initial intersection of the three planes. The collocation point resolution is

refined from 3 to 5, 9, 77 and 33 points in each direction within each element and the resulting

errors are shown in Figure 6.20. As is seen in the first three dimensional test, both the current

and potential errors show convergence with increasing mesh resolution.

One further test is run in three dimensions on a mesh constructed from four finite elements

in a prolate spheroidal coordinate system arranged as is shown in Figure 6.18 (c). The analytic

solution and current calculations remain unchanged as internally all collocation points are stored

in a rectangular Cartesian reference frame. Again the collocation point resolution is varied

between3x3x3and33x33x33pointsperfiniteelementandtheresultsforthistestare
shown in Figure 6.21.

The normal boundary current and potential fields both show rapid convergence towards the

analyic solution in the prolate spheroidal coordinate system as the mesh resolution is increased.
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Figure 6.20: Relative and absolute RMS errors plotted against collocation point res-

olution for a three dimensional cube test mesh constructed from eight
skewed finite elements.
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Figure 6.21: Relative and absolute RMS errors plotted against collocation point res-

olution for a finite element mesh constructed from four elements in
prolate spheroidal coordinates.
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6.3 Testing the finite element method

Bradley (1998) derived an analytic solution for a generalised Laplace equation that is valid over

an anisotropic domain in two dimensions

d @, y) - 2r, 
"-\r!t 

cos (),2y)

where the two ) values are given by

(6.11)

(6.12)

(6.13)
ozz

Here the conductivity values are the effective values calculated after the conductivities aligned

with the microstructural axes are rotated. This analytic solution is used to test the accuracy and

convergence of the finite element method including fibres and anisotropy. The mesh selected to

run the tests on is a rectangular plate, 4mrn long and 2mm high, with an initial mesh made from

4 x 2 elements. Over the mesh a constant fibre rotation of 45o from the {1 axis is specified while

the conductivity values are 0.5mS mrn-r along the fibre and 0.lmS mm-l in the cross fibre

direction giving an anisotropy ratio of 5:1. Performing the rotation gives effective conductivities

of o11 - 0.3, op: 0.2 and o22 :0.3. Analyic potential boundary conditions are set at each of
the boundary nodes and the resulting solution field is checked against the correct solution at the

three internal nodes from the unrefined mesh. The mesh is refined twice using both linear and

bicubic Hermite basis functions and the errors in the solution field are calculated at each level of

refinement, creating the convergence graphs shown in Figure 6.22. There is one solution degree

of freedom at each internal node with linear elements and four solution degrees of freedom at

each internal node in the bicubic Hermite mesh. Both of the basis function types show good

accuracy and convergence towards the analytic solution, with the bicubic Hermite simulations

converging significantly faster than the bilinear solutions. The solution field drawn over the

finest mesh with bicubic Hermite elements is shown in Fieure 6.23.
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Figure 6.22: Results from an analytic test of the finite element method using bilinear
and bicubic basis functions. The left figure (a) shows the number of
solution degtees of freedom against the average absolute RMS error
and the right figure (b) is plotted against the average relative RMS
eITor.
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Figure 6.23: Solution field from the analytic finite element method test (scale bar in
mV). The raised lines indicate the element boundaries from the finest
mesh resolution and the green points indicate the nodes at which the
comparisons are performed.
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6.4 Testing the boundary element method

The implementation of the boundary element method used in this thesis has been tested pre-

viously, firstly by Harris (1996) and then later by Bradley (1998). To test that both the con-

ventional and derivative boundary element methods still show proper convergence, two sets

of simulations are run with both linear and cubic Hermite interpolation. For the conventional

boundary element tests both the geometric and dependent variables use linear interpolation and

for the derivative boundary element tests cubic Hermite interpolation is used for both quantities.

The first test mesh is a circular mesh in two dimensions containing a centric dipole and this is

followed by the second spherical mesh containing an eccentric dipole. In both cases the solu-

tion fields are tested against a known analytic solution, the derivations of which may be found

in Bradley (1998). New tests are then performed to test the conventional boundary element

method against a bidomain based analytic solution in two and three dimensions that is derived

in Section 6.5.

6.4.1 Centric dipole in a circle

To test the conventional and derivative boundary element methods in two dimensions, a simple

test problem is set up that involves a centric dipole placed within a single circular domain.

The circle is meshed using both cubic Hermite and linear interpolation and has a radius of

15mm. The magnitude of the dipole vector is arbitrarily set to (15, 5). Examples of the solution

meshes are shown in Figure 6.24. The initial meshes are created using four boundary elements

and then finer meshes are created using 8, 16, 32 and 64 elements. In two dimensions, each

boundary element node in a linear mesh has one solution degree of freedom and every node in

a cubic Hermite mesh has two solution degrees of freedom so the convergence graphs plotted

in Figure 6.25 show the errors in the solution field against the number of solution degrees of

freedom. The first enor measure used to compare the solution to the exact answer is the average

absolute RMS error in the solution at the boundary element nodes and the second is the NIDS

elTor meastue.

The results from the simulations show that both the conventional and derivative boundary el-

ement methods converge towards the analytic solution with the derivative method converging

at a faster rate and thus providing a more accurate solution for a given number of degrees of

freedom.

r97
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(a) Linear (b) Cubic Hermite

Figure 6.24: Circtiar meshes generated using either eight linear (a) or eight cubic
Hermite (b) boundary elements.
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Figure 6.25: An analytic comparison for a centric dipole in a circle. The left figure
(a) shows the number of solution degrees of freedom against the aver-

age absolute RMS eror and the right figure (b) shows the number of
solution degrees of freedom against the relative NIDS error.
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6.4.2 Eccentric dipole in a sphere

In three dimensions the conventional and derivative boundary element methods are tested on a

spherical geometry with a single eccentric dipole source. The majority of the sphere is meshed

using either bilinear or bicubic Hermite interpolation, but triangular sector elements are used

to mesh the top and the bottom of the sphere where only one degree of freedom is present. As

with the two dimensional case, the conventional boundary element method generates only one

solution degree of freedom at each node but the derivative boundary element method generates

four with the addition of two arc length derivatives and a cross derivative term. In practice only

three degrees of freedom are used as the cross derivative term is always set to zero to avoid the

creation of a singular matrix. The sphere has a radius of 2mm and contains a dipole centred at

(1.6,0,0) with a magnitude of (0,0, 1). The mesh resolution is refined from 4 x 4 elements to

32 x 32 elements for both of the boundary element methods. Figure 6.26 shows a plot of the

potential field on the surface of the sphere for the case where the sphere is constructed from

16 x 16 bicubic Hermite elements. The plots shown in Figure 6.27 ofboththe average absolute

Figure 6.26: The potential field resulting from an eccentric dipole in a sphere. Red

regions indicate a negative potential and blue regions indicate a posi-

tive potential

RMS error and the relative NIDS error show good convergence towards the analytic solution

as the number of degrees of freedom in the mesh is increased. Again the derivative boundary

element shows a faster rate of convergence.

r99
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Figure 6.27: An analytic comparison from an eccentric dipole in a sphere. The left
figure (a) shows the number of degrees of freedom against the aver-

age absolute RMS error and the right figure (b) shows the number of
degrees of freedom against the relative NIDS error.

6.5 A bidomain based analvtic solution

A new analytic solution has been derived in two and three dimensions that is designed to test the

conventional boundary element method within a bidomain framework, the details of which are

explained in this section. The equations from which the analytic solution is derived are given

in Equations (6.14) and (6.15). The first equation is the extracellular bidomain equation and the

second equation is a generalised Laplace equation for a passive region.

V.[(go +rDY6"] --V.(gnY\'^) r l Rt

V'(aVl") :Q R1 < r1R2
(6.r4)

(6.15)

Here g; and ge are the intracellular and extracellular conductivities, and o is the torso conduc-

tivity. A transmembrane potential distribution is selected that is equivalent to a dipole source

at the origin, and which satisfies the boundary condition given in Equation (6.16). From this

transmembrane potential distribution, an analytic expression may be derived for the resulting

extracellular solution field in an idealised cardiac region (Equation (6.14)) and also for a pas-

sive region extemal to the cardiac region (Equation (6.15). Because of the dipole representation

of the transmembrane potential, the boundary element method may be used to solve for the ex-

tracellular region. In two dimensions the chosen solution domain consists of a circular cardiac

region of radius Rr that is centred at the origin, and a passive annular region that strrounds the
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cardiac region and has an outer radius of R2. In three dimensions a spherical cardiac region of
radius .R1 that is surrounded by an annular region of radius .Rz is used creating a double layer

sphere. Again the spherical regions are centred about the origin. An illustration of the problem

setup is shown in Figure 6.28.

Figure 6.28: The problem setup for the bidomain based boundary element analytic
solution. The inner and outer domains have radii of ,R1 and ,Rz. The

inner domain has conductivities g; and g. and the outer domain has

a conductivity o. I - and O?n" are solved on the inner domain and

dyt" it solved on the outer domain.

As with a standard bidomain formulation, the boundary conditions given in Equations (6.16)r-

(6.21) are applied to the governing equations.
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The d angle is defined to be zero along the positive n axis with increasing I moving in an anti-

clockwise direction. The rl.t angle is added in three dimensions and is defined to be zero along

the positive z axis. The expression used to represent the transmembrane potential field in two

dimensions is defined in polar coordinates and is given by
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(6.24)

(6.22)

where p, and pu tre the specified dipole magnitudes in the r and g directions respectively (from

Bradley (1998). The equivalent expression in three dimensions in terms of r, 0 andtl.' is

v* (r,q : -4#(p" cos o + posino)

)r3 -r R?
V^(r,0,1b) : "# (p, cos 0sinQ * p, sin 0sinlt * p"cos{)

A" : i(.8- cos mo +FL sin *e1 (C*r- * +)
rn=o \ r^ /

d\u'"' : (.81 cos 0 + Ftsin a) (c,r . +) + Eo (Go + 110)

(6.23)

where p, is the specified dipole magnitude in the z direction. The first of the boundary con-

ditions given by Equation (6.16) is automatically satisfied by these transmembrane potential

expressions.

6.5.1 Extracellular solution in two dimensions

For this derivation the extracellular potential on the inner surface is denoted by dT"" and the

potential on the outer surface is denoted by d2'"' . The general form of the exact solution for

62,"t"' intwo dimensions is given in Equation (6.24) (from Bradley (1998).

Here E^, F^, G^ and, H* are series of constants. In order to generate terms to match the 7lr
singularity in the transmembrane potential distribution, a solution is generated that consists of
the m: 0 and m : L terms from the series.

(6.2s)

A similar expression is derived for $'!""' by utilising the linearity of the Laplacian operator.

Equation (6.14) can be rearranged to obtain a Laplace like expression, i.e.,

v'(dT""'+ ffiv*) : o (6.26)
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An expression equivalent to Equation (6.25) for the exact solution on the inner surface, again

using the m : 0 and m: 1 terms, is

OTn"' : (Arcoss + B1 sin e1 (c,'* +) + A0(co1Do) - (=4=\u^ (6.27)
\ r / \gi*g"/

The constants may be simplified by making the following substitutions,

C:AoCo D:AoDo
G:EoGo H:EoHo

The expressions for /" in both domains are then

,": 

{
(6.28)

The boundary conditions are applied to Equation (6.28) to generate equations that allow the

evaluation of the unknown constants. The condition in Equation (6.17) states that there must

be continuity of potential across the inner surface in the extracellular domain. Applying this

boundary condition to the equations in Equation (6.28) and substituting the expression for V^

atr:.R1 gives

(A1 cos 0+B,sinfi(c,R,*+) +c +D++:=(p"cos g*pasind) :'\ ttr/ nt9it9e

(.41 cos 0+B,rina) (c, r-+) +c + o- ffii,',, 0 (r S E1

(E1cos 0+ F.tsinel (Grr* 4) +G + H R1 1r { R2
\ r/

(E1cos o + F,sinel (c,n, * +) +G + H
\ rtl ,/

t, (c,n,. #) * #t, rn* nsP,: 
Et(",", . #)

n' (c'n'. #i) . il#p1 
: ;f;'' 

* #)

(6.2e)

Grouping the coefficients of the cos 0, sin 0 and constant terms provides three equations that the

choice of constants must satisff, thus

(6.30)

(6.31)

(6.32)
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The next boundary condition, given by Equation (6.18), ensures the current flow is continuous

across the inner swface in the extracellular domain. The application of this boundary condition

requires the evaluation of two derivatives.

65inner , 
+)_ h (:_*)tr,coss+posino)"-;, 

-(A1 cos0+&sina) (Cr- rr/ si+s"\r2 rtt/
(6.33)

(6.34)

(6.35)

(6.36)

ry : (Ercosd + F1 sin, (r, - #)
When r : Rr the expressions reduce to

Y :(Atcoss + 81 sin , (",-'d)

W: (E1 cos o * Ftsi'a) (c, - #)
Applying the boundary condition from Equation (6.18) then produces

(g;+e")(A1 cos 0-t Brsina) (c' -'i,):o(Etcosd*F' sin tr(, -#,) us7)

and grouping the coefficients again produces two further equations, r.e.,

(t;+ s"y o, (", - "i,) - oEt(", - +)
(st+ g") ",(t,-'fr) 

: oFt (", - #)
TheboundaryconditiongivenbyEquation(6.19)enforces azeronormalcurrentflowboundary

condition on the outer surface of the torso domain where the surrounding air acts as an insulator.

The resulting equation is

(6.38)

(6.3e)

(6.40)

The last of the boundary conditions as given by Equation (6.20) adds a zero reference potential

to the outer surface and generates one additional equation.

('E1cos o + F1"" 

f;. 
#i:'^

=* Gr - 'ii: 0

(.81 cos o + Flsinel (Gs* 4) + G+ H : o\ rl (6.41)
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At r : Rz and 0 :0 this becomes
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(6.42)

creating a system of seven equations which must be satisfied by the twelve unknown constants.

To create a square system, five of the constants must be arbitrarily set. From Equation (6.40),

G1 and H1 may not be set together so the coefficients Cr, E.r, Gt, C and G are fixed. Equa-

tion (6.40) then gives an expression for H1, i.e.,

Ht : GtR?z

The constant H can then be obtained by substitutions into Equation (6.42),

(6.43)

H:-G-2ErGrRz (6.44)

The third obvious result is generated by substituting the known constants into Equation(6.32).

D:-C-2E1GrR2 (6.45)

After the application of the known constants, a system of four equations (Equations (6.30)

and (6.31), Equations (6.38) and (6.39)) with four unknowns (At, Bt Dl and F1) remains

",(",*,.8)+c+ H:o

a, (c,n,. #) . tr#? ryp,: 
EtGt (", -' #)

",(",r,.;i) . il#i rJpy: 
F1G1(". #)

(g,+ g") o,(t, - #,) : oltGr (, - #)
(go+ q.) a, (c, '#,) : oFtGt (, - #)

Equation (6.48) can be rearranged to get an expression for 41 in terms of D1.

^ oE1G, (t #,)ttr:10'qs)F=n

(6.46)

(6.47)

(6.48)

(6.4e)

(6.50)
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+ Dl- IE'G' (R7 + 4) Qo-r e) - 2gip*lC'R? - ClRloE$, @? - 4) (6.s 1)
oE1G1@? - Ril + lE'G' (R? + RZ) bo-r e) - 2g;p,l

When the necessary parameters are specified, D1 ma! be substituted into Equation (6.50) to

retum ,41.

Equation (6.49) can be rearranged to generate an expression for ,B1 in terms of Fl .

This result is then substituted back into Equation (6.46) to get an expression for D 1.

(, - R3\

##*+("'o' . ;i) . o#i,JP' : E':"' ("' . X)
\"'- E?/

D - oF,G, ('- #)",-(s,+*)F=n

This result is then put back into Equation(6.a7) to find the last of the unknown constants,

(, - R?,\

#hE+("' ", 
-' ;i) * ai!-nn* orpv 

: F,", (", . X)
\"'- E?/

(6.s2)

:9fr: 2s0n (CrR? - nt)
(6.s3)

G' (R? + RZ) Q;'t o") (CrR? - Dr) - oGt (R? - R'7) Qfi? a Dr)

The arbitrarily selected geometric property values are shown in Table 6.1 and using these geo-

metric values, the values of the constants can be calculated (given the five fixed parameters) and

are shown in Table 6.2.

Parameter I Value

Table 6.1: Geometic parameter settings for the two dimensional bidomain analytic
solution.

Rt
Rz

9t

9"
o
P,

1

3
I

2

I
-5
5
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Parameter VaIue Parameter VaIue

Table 6.2: Constant values for the two dimensional bidomain analvtic solution.

Substituting these values back into the expression for $" (Equation (6.28) gives the analyic

solution, f.e.,
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The normal derivatives for these expressions are equivalent to the radial derivatives. Thus

,": 

{

*:T

(cosd - sind) ('. :) -,

I

iV* 0(r(1

1(r(3

(+-#) '"".(-++$) 'i'a o(r(1

(3.* o -?,i"P) (r, *:) -'-

(cosd-sing) (t-3) 1{r(3

(6.s4)

(6.ss)

The I f r singularity at the origin that is present in Equation (6.54) acts in a similar manner to the

1/r singularity in a dipole source. Consider a source $" that is equal to - 11 log r. In a similar

manner to Equation (4.111), the potential field that results from a dipole that is created from

two such sources is

, ad,
Qm:-;-on

: - ItY (logr) .a
r' p*

a
(6.56)

where 4 is the direction a source is moving and p* : Itrl is a pseudo dipole source. For the

analytic solution to hold, this source term must be added to the boundary element formulation

as is shown in Equation (4.125), and examining Equation (6.28) reveals the magnitude of the

pseudo dipole sowce in this case is p* : (AtD1, 81D1).

A1

Cr
E1

Gt
C
G

8

2

I
I
3

2

3 B1

D1

F1

H1

D
H

-813
3

-1
I
-9
-8
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Simulation results
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At the lowest resolution in two dimensions, each of the two surfaces is created from four bound-

ary elements with linear geometric and dependent variable interpolation. The mesh is then

refined regularly until each of the surfaces is constructed from 256 boundary elements. TWo

measures of error are used to test the convergence of the extracellular potentials and currents.

The first measures the average absolute RMS errors across the solution nodes and the second

measures the relative integral error in the solution. Plots showing the convergence of the bound-

ary element solutions as the mesh resolution is increased are shown in Figure 6.29.

F

z

l.0cF0l

1.0cr-00

l.0e-01

1.0e-02

l.0e-03

l.0e-O4

Potential + '

Cment ----x-

100

Solution degres of freedom

(b) NIDS enor

l.0sf0l

l.0ef00

l.0e-01

L0e-02

l.0e-03

l.0e-04
l0 100

Solution degrees of freedom

(a) RMS eror

Figure 6.29: Boundary element testing in a two dimensional bidomain framework.
The left figure (a) shows the number of degrees of freedom against the
average absolute RMS error and the right figure (b) shows the number
of degrees of freedom against the relative NIDS error.

Here the boundary element method shows good convergence towards the analytic solution in a

bidomain context where both the potential and current parameters show similar rates of conver-

gence.
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6.5.2 Extracellular solution in three dimensions

In three dimensions the general expression for $f,"t" solution is given by

mn/F+\
62"'"' : t t (E^n cosmg + r1,,, sin *q lG^nr' + ':# | e{ @os4;) 6.57)

n=om=o \ rn-' /

where P{ are appropriate associated Legendre functions. These are defined for a variable r as

PT @): (1 - ,,)^'' ## (6.ss)

where P, is a Legendre polynomial of degree n. The Legendre polynomials are defined by

s
P,(r): i (-1)' 2,,#=P-,)@ )*"-" (6.5e)

s=0

where S : nl2 or (n - 1) /2, whichever is integer (Ikeysig 1988). In this case r : cos th and

equating the first three polynomials gives

Po(r) :1
P1(r) : x;

Pz@): I1r"'- t;

In order to generate extracellular solutions with a singularity of the same order as the transmem-

brane potential solution, the 00, 01 and 11 terms are used in Equation (6.57). The associated

Legendre polynomials are then

Poo (r; : 1

Pl(r1 :a
Pl (r):r-12

and with, : cos q/.' these become

Poo (cos ,t) -- |
Pf (cos 4i:coslt
P,t (cos *) :sin4;

209
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Placing these results into Equation (6.57) and expanding the appropriate terms gives the follow-

ing equationfor $!"t"'

(6.60)

R11r1R2

(6.62)

The boundary conditions from Equations (6. I 6}{ 6.2t) are applied to Equation (6.62) to gen-

erate a system of equations that can be solved for the constants. Substituting the boundary

condition given in Equation (6.17) ensures the continuity of potential over the epicardial sur-

face and yields four equations by grouping the coefficients of cos 0 sint/, sin 0 sin { and cost!.

d\u'"' :(,811 cos 0 * FrtsinA) (Crr , + ff) "i"rt,

+a' (co' ,. +)cos/ * a. (c.,. +)
As is done in two dimensions, the linearity of the Laplacian operator is used to obtain an ex-

pression for $';""'

OTn"': (Ar r cos g + B11 sin t, (" .,r + 
D-!) 

sinrlt

,A (^ Dn'\ ,*loo("**roo)_(_11-\u^ (6.61)+Aor\t,6rr+ , )cosV -_\ r / \gi_tg"/

The coefficients may be simplified by substituting

Co: AooCoo Cr : AorCor Do: AooDoo D1: As1Ds1

Go : EooGoo Gt : EotGot Ho: EooHoo Ht : EotHo'r

A general equation for $" in three dimensions can then be written as

(A11 cos o * B11sin a) (c,, , + 
D$) 

"i"rt,

+ (c," .';)cos{* c,++ - (*)^ o ( r ( R1

(,811 cos o * Ftrsin a) (G'' , + ff) ,i"rl

+ (c'" . #)cosr/ * Go + !!
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- h# "P,: 
E' (",,",

- #,*Pv:Ftt("""'
- #r,*rP":GrRt'.#,

",*';:ro*ft
The second continuity condition on the epicardium given in Equation (6.18) requires the evalu-

ation of two derivatives, i.e.,

t#:(E,cosa+ 
Fll sinrl (", -+)sinr2 * (", - +) "or, - * G.67)

ry: (1,, cosg * B11sin q (r,, -'+)sinr/ * (", - +) "o,,1, - 
D]

- (*) (+ - il (p" cos 0 sing* p, sin g sintlt * p"cosg)

At

Bt

.+)

.H)
(",,,*,."fr)

(",,r, . *?)
Crn, + 

Di,

(6.63)

(6.64)

(6.65)

(6.66)

(6.6e)

(6.70)

(6.tt)

(6.72)

(6.73)

(6.74)

(6.7s)

(6.68)

Applying the boundary condition and setting the radius to be r : Er allows the coefficients to

be grouped again, generating four further equations.

The boundary condition stated in Equation (6.19) ensures no current flows across the torso

surface into the stnrounding medium and generates three equations, r.e.,

(ot+ s"1t,, (c,, -'+) : o'rr(",, - '#)
(0,+ 0.1",, (cu -'+) : oFtt (",, - '#)

(go + s") ("' -'#) : o (", -'#)
(o' + s"1'#, -- "#,

*rr-'#
Gr-2#

Hs-4

-0

-0

-0
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The final boundary condition (given by Equation (6.2I) in three dimensions) selects a reference

potential on the body surface and generates one further equation.

(6.76)

The result is a system of 12 equations with 16 unknowns. Unlike the two dimensional case,

these equations may be broken up into two smaller independent systems. The five equations

Equation (6.63), Equation (6.64), Equation (6.69), Equation (6.70) and Equation(6.73), contain

only the constants At, By., Ct, D.tt, En, Fto G11 and 1{11. Three unknowns must be fixed

to allow the remainder of the constants to be evaluated and the chosen fixed constants are C11,

D11 and, fI11. From Equation (6.73) it is apparent that

GtRz-r #. co + ff: o

n -2Htt't' - fiB

Rearranging Equation (6.69) gives an expression for A 11 in terms of ,811 ,

. o 2Hr(Rl-Rg) DAtt:(iTrJffiE11 :aE11

and substituting this result into Equation (6.63) gives

Et 3g&3p,
(gt + g")[a(c1Rl * D:l) Rt - Hr (2R? + Rt)]

(6.77)

(6.78)

(6.7e)

(6.80)

Similarly, Equation (6.70) gives an expression for .B11 in terms of Frr,

- o 2H11(R1 - Rt) raBrr: (;.eqffiEr:aFrr
and rearranging Equation (6.64) gives

,.. - 
3g,R\Pot rr - kt, + s"1la (CnR?+ Drr) R| - Ht, (2R? + Rg)l

(6.81)

The second system of equations contains Equation (6.65), Equation (6.66), Equation (6.71),

Equation (6.72), Equation (6.74), Equation (6.75) and Equation (6.76), and solves for the con-

stants Co, Ct, Do, Dt, Go, Gt, //s and f11. With eight unknowns and seven equations, one

constant must be fixed. The fixed constant chosen here is C1. From Equation (6.75), it can

be seen that Hs : 0 and therefore from Equation (6.72), Do : 0. Equation (6.66) then gives
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Co : Go. Rearranging Equation (6.74) gives

2r3

11 - 
2Ht.rt - fil (6.82)

and substituting this result into Equation (6.65) gives an expression for D1 in terms of H1, i.e.,

(6.83)

(6.84)

D. - H.Qn? + n3) +l ,3z'eo . - c,R?lr: HtV 
L.gi+ g") 'l : 'YHr * n

Equation (6.83) can then be used in Equation (6.71) to give

rr bt + s.7 R3 Qfi? + 2rc)
nt:

Finally, from Equation (6.76),

G^: -3H] (6.s5),o--B
The geometric parameters chosen to test the analytic solution are shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Geometric parameter settings for the bidomain based analytic solution in
three dimensions.

Given the values of the four fixed constants, the full set of constants can be calculated and

are shown in Table 6.4. These constants are then substituted into Equation (6.62) to return a

particular solution for $" over both surfaces. Thus

,": 

{

(cose*2sin q (r,. #) sin/* (+ .t#)cos{ -s-Iru^ 0 ( r ( 1

(cosg*2sine) (#. #)sin/+ (r,*'J)*,4, -s t 
= 
l;:,

Parameter VaIue Parameter VaIue

Rt
R2

9e

9e

1

3

2

4

o
P,
Pa

Pz

2

1

2

1
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Parameter VaIue Parameter Value

An
Bn
Ct
Dt
Ett
Frr
Gt
Ht

1

2

2

r1316r
1

2

12161
162/67

co
Ds
Go

Hs
cr
Dr
Gr
H1

-9
0

-9
0

1281e
1421e

2

27

Table 6.4: Constant values for the bidomain based analytic solution in three dimen-
sions.

r av* 0{r(1

1(r(3
(6.87)

where

0v^ (2 2\,
v;: (,nl - a)ro"cosgsinr!* prsindsinr',* p,cosa) (6.88)

In three dimensions the analytic solution in Equation (6.36) contains aIf 12 singularity that

must be dealt with in the boundary element formulation. Consider a soruce of strength 11/r.

From Equation (4.111), the potential field that results from a dipole that is created from two

such sources is

The derivatives of /" with respectto r at the two surfaces are then

f 
(.",a*2sin,(, #)sin,/* (#-#) *',-

aa"_)
a" -)

Ir.*, * 2sin, (# - #)sin/ * (, - ff) *,,r

30r

, 0d"
Qm: -;-

orl
/1\:ItYl:l.z
\ r,/

r' p*

T3
(6.8e)

where 4 is the direction a sowce is moving and p* : Itrl is a pseudo dipole source. This

term is added to the boundary element formulation as is shown in Equation (4.125) and from

Equation (6.62) the magnitude of the pseudo dipole source is p* - (AttDtt, BsDl, D1).
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Simulation results
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The coarsest concentric spheres mesh is constructed from 4 x 4 boundary elements on each

surface. This is then refined multiple times until the finest resolution mesh has 32 x 32 boundary

elements on each surface. The errors in the nodal potential and current values from all of
the boundary element nodes are plotted against the number of solution degrees of freedom in

Figure 6.30.

F

a

z

c
F

E

l.0cF02

l.0eF01

L0ef00

L0e-01

l.0e-02

1.0ets00

l 0e-01

L0e-02

l.0e-03

Potcntial +
CUtTL-lll +

Potential +
Curcnt ----*--

l0 100 1000

Solution degrees of freedom

(b) NIDS enor

100 1000

Solution degrees of freedom

(a) RMS error

Figure 6.30: Boundary element testing in a three dimensional bidomain framework.
The left figure (a) shows the number of degrees of freedom against the
average absolute RMS error and the right figure (b) shows the number

of degrees of freedom against the relative NIDS error.

As was the case with the two dimensional tests, the solution converges well towards the analytic

solution as the mesh resolution is increased.

6.6 Coupled collocation-boundary element tests

Now that the collocation and the boundary element methods have been tested separately for

Laplace type problems, tests may be performed with a coupled collocation/boundary element

mesh. It is possible to check some simple directly assembled coupled boundary element/collo-

cation point simulations in two dimensions against an analyic solution. The two test meshes

involve boundary element regions fully enclosed by the collocation mesh (the addition of exter-
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nal boundary element regions could not be tested in this manner as the torso surface boundary

nodes are assumed to have no flux boundary conditions applied). The first mesh used is similar

to the annular mesh shown previously in Figure 6.9 (a) and is made from eight finite elements

with a boundary element node placed at each of the endocardial collocation points. Analytic

potential boundary conditions are applied to the epicardium but no endocardial boundary con-

ditions are applied. Tests are nrn with 9 x 9,77 x 17, 33 x 33 and 65 x 65 collocation points

per finite element requiring 64, 728,256 and 512 endocardial boundary elements, where both

regions are directly assembled into a single matrix using the method shown in Section 5.3.

The same analytic solution that is used in the other two dimensional collocation mesh tests,

6 : 12 - a2,is applied and the erors in the resulting fields are shown in Figure 6.31. Differ-

ences in the normal boundary currents and the arc length derivatives of potential are calculated

on both the endocardial and epicardial surfaces and potential differences are calculated at all of
the collocation points (which includes the boundary element nodes).

hF

L0e-01

l.0e-02

L0e-03

l.0e-02

l.0e-03

l.0e-04

l.0e-05

Potcntial
Currcnt

+ Potcntial +
Currr-nl ----X-

\'. r-r , jt\.'\;

\

1.0e-04 l.0e-06
100 1000 10000

Nmber of collocation points

(a) Absolute error

100 1000 10000

Nmber of collocation poins

(b) Relative error

Figure 6.31: Absolute and relative RMS errors plotted against collocation point res-

olution for an annular collocation region enclosing a circular boundary
element region.

All three properties tested show good convergence towards the analytic solution on the circular

mesh.

The other mesh used is the torso slice described in Section 6.2.2. Again a boundary element

node is created at each ofthe boundary collocation points on the left and right ventricular en-

docardial surfaces while @ : tr2 - 92 is used as the anallic solution. The collocation point

resolution is refined from 9 x 9 to 33 x 33 collocation points in each finite element meaning
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that between 96 and 768 boundary elements are required in each ventricular region. The results

from these simulations are given in Figure 6.32.

Potential +
Cuncnt +

\r, l,rrgtlrdcn\rrr.c +

'''+

l.0e-02

l.0e-03
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\r( lcngtlr rjcrir rtirc

''''+
+
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Number of collocation poins
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l.0e-01

l.0e-02
1000 10000

Number of collocation poins
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Figure 6.32: Absolute and relative RMS errors against collocation point resolution
for a heart slice with two internal boundarv element ventricular re-
gions.

Both error measures again show convergence for the three properties tested. As there is no exact

expression for the normal and tangential derivatives on the torso slice, numerically calculated

direction vectors are used in the calculation of the analvtic values.

6.7 Wavefrontpropagation

Simulations are nm in one, two and three dimensions to test the wavefront propagation proper-

ties of the bidomain implementation on a variety of meshes. The cubic ionic ctrrent model is

selected for these tests and while it does not attempt to model any of the cellular processes, it

does provide an adequate upshoke to test the conduction velocities. It is also possible to derive

an analytic solution to the monodomain equation in one dimension using the cubic ionic cturent

model and this provides a good check for simple propagation problems. The conduction veloc-

ities are obtained by calculating an activation time at each collocation point, where the stored

time is defined to be the time at which the maximum positive potential change occurs. The

velocity is then calculated by comparing the activation times of two collocation points a known

distance apart. The relative RMS difference measure is used to compare the simulations against

either the analytic solution or against other simulations at different resolutions.
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6.7.1 A one dimensional analvtic solution

The derivation of an analytic solution for the monodomain equation in one dimension in con-

junction with the cubic ionic current model is based upon the derivation by Hunter et al. (1975)

but is adapted to use the membrane properties used by this particular bidomain implementation.

The monodomain equation presented in Equation (2.18) may be expressed in one dimension for

a constant conductivitv as

,,#- A^("-u**,*,)

and the cubic ionic current model formulation from Section2.7.l is given by

(6.e0)

(6.e 1)

All of the potentials in the cubic ionic current formulation here are expressed as deviations

from the resting potential and it is assumed the solution to the monodomain equation from

Equation (6.90) is a linear function of position and time. This is equivalent to the wavefront

being transposed along the fibre with time, i.e.,

l'(r,t):F(r-0t) (6.e2)

where 0 is the conduction velocity. As a transposition in space of a distance r may be described

as a -t/0 transposition in time, expressions can be written for the r derivatives in terms of the

time derivatives.

0V*

-:-
0r

o'v^ 1

I av*

0r2 02 0t2

These results are substitutedback into Equation (6.90) to produce an equation that involves only

time derivatives.

o2v-

ri.n: nlr*(r-?*) ('- ?)]

0at
0,v^

0 2

. 0,v^' 
at2

_ A*C^ (AV^ , 4o,,\- ", \ai -c*)
02 A^c* ( av* , 1,;," \: oo \af -c^) (6.e3)
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The chain rule is used to express the second order time derivative in terms of V*, the first order

time derivative of V*.

2t9

aP at
av^ av^

The variabl e K : 02 A*C,nf o; is substituted into Equation (6.93) along with the new expression

^ 0,v^tor 
612 

'

0v^ 0t

_ Thri
- 0v,,'^

ffir^:*(h.'#)
-#:"(,.#)

u^: *v^(t-rr)

n:#,('-'+)

(6.e4)

(6.es)

The solution to this equation should be in the form of a parabola with V* being zero atV* : 0

andV^ : Vo. The maximum of the parabola is found by setting AV^f AV^ to zero and is found

to be

C^V^: -fion

Incorporating the two potential axis intercepts, the solution is of the form

(6.e6)

(6.e7)

where S is a scaling factor. Equation (6.97) is then differentiated with respect to V^ to obtain

an expression for AV^lAV^.

(6.e8)

The result from Equation (6.97) is substituted back into Equation (6.95) along with the cubic

ionic equation to obtain Equation (6.99).
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(6.ee)

Equating the constants and coefficients of V^ separately from Equations (6.98) and (6.99) gives

sS _o./,S+t\c;: ^ \ s /
2gS K

-----? -m--w"
Rearranging Equation (6.100) gives an expression for K

K:!-r4)C^\S+t)
and substituting Equation (6.102) into Equation (6.101) then gives

r: W -," _ 
2rrrn

The original definition of K can be rearranged to make d the subject

(6. r 00)

(6.101)

(6.102)

(6.103)

(6.104)

and the expression for K given in Equation (6.102) is then substituted into Equation (6.104) to

given an analytic expression for the conduction velocity.

(6.1 05)

A dimensional analysis shows the result to be correctly in mm ms-l with S being dimension-

less, .g in mS ilfl-2, o in mS hfl-l, A^ in mm-l and, C^ in pF mm-2. The identity that

;rF : mS ms is also required.

#('t)
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(6. r 06)

6.7.2 Propagation tests in one dimension

The mesh used to test wavefront propagation in one dimension is a single fibre 128mm long that

is divided up into 32 finite elements. The monodomain model is used for these simulations with

thecubicioniccurrentmodel. Theparametersusedwiththecubicmodelare\/,""1: -85.0m\r,
ltth : -75.0mV, l'o : 15.0m\/ and g : 0.00.1rnS mm-2 and the two membrane properties

are set to C^: 0.01lzF mm-2 and A^: 200mm-1. The experimentally recorded intracel-

lular conductivity values summarised by Roth (1997) range from 0.019 to 0.34mS mm-r and

consequently the propagation tests are performed with o; ranging from 0.015 to 0.5mS mm-].

An action potential is initiated by a current injection of 100pA mm-3 into one end of the fibre

and the conduction velocity is calculated from collocation points one quarter and three quarters

of the way along the fibre. Initially two cases are investigated, one with regular finite element

and collocation point spacings, and a second with irregular spacings, similar to the domains

shown in Figure 6.1. The density of the collocation mesh is varied from 3 to 65 points per finite

element giving average spatial resolutions between 2 and0.0625mm. The results for the differ-

ent conductivity values are shown in Figure 6.33 where an implicit solution technique with a

time step of 0.01ms is used for these simulations. Substituting the appropriate parameters into

the analytic solution given in Equation (6.105) gives the analytic conduction velocities for the

tested conductivities as is shown in Table 6.5.

For both even and uneven point spacings, reasonable solutions are obtained at all resolutions

when using the largest two conductivity values. In the uneven case, the wave fails to propagate

at the lowest resolution for the o'; : 0.10rnS mnr-r case and when the conductivity is reduced

221
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Conductivity I Velocity

0.015 mS mm-' | 0.0978 mm ms-
0.10 mS mm-l | 0.2530 mm ms-r
0.25 mS mm-1 | O.+ooO mm ms-r
0.50 mS mm-r | 0.5657 mm ms-r

Table 6.5: Analytic conduction velocities for the tested conductivity values

E

&

l.0cF00

L0e-01

l.0e-02

l.0e-03

0.015 +'
0.10 ---x-
()li *

1.0er-00

l.0e-01

l.0e-02

l.0e-03
l0 100 1000

Number of collocation points

(a) Even spacing

10 100 1000

Number of collocation poin8

(b) Uneven spacing

Figure 6.33: Relative RMS differences in conduction velocity for different conduc-
tivity values (0.015, 0.10, 0.25 and 0.50mS mm-l) compared to an

analytic solution. The left figure (a) shows results for a uniform collo-
cation point spacing and the right figure (b) shows results for uneven
collocation point spacings. The four curves represent the convergence

using the four different conductivity values.

to 0.015mS mm-l both the even and uneven cases need a 0.5mm mesh resolution or finer in

order for the wave to propagate. All of the conduction velocities tested converge towards the

analytic solution as the mesh resolution is increased. In order to quantiff the influence that

the size of the time step has on the acctracy of the solution, two tests are nrn using the finest

collocation point spacing on the regular mesh with a conductivity of 0.25mS ilr-l, varying

the time step taken for an implicit and an explicit simulation. The results from these tests are

shown in Figure 6.34.

The explicit solution scheme only produces stable results with a time step of 0.01ms or less

but the implicit solution produces stable results for all of the time steps investigated although

significant velocity effors are present when large time steps are taken. Where both the implicit

and explicit schemes produce stable propagation, the accuracies of the two solution schemes are

comparable.
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l.0ef0l

l.0cf00

l.0e-01
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l.0e-04 l.0e-03 l.0e-02 l.0e-01 l.0e+00 l.0cf0l

Time step (m)

Figure 6.34: Relative RMS errors in conduction velocity with variations in time step

size for implicit and explicit solutions when compared to an analytic
solution.

6.7.3 Propagation tests in two dimensions

Activation waves propagating in two dimensions may encounter myocardial anisotropy and

fibre angle rotations, neither of which are present in one dimension so a more exhaustive testing

procedure is required. The monodomain equation and the cubic ionic crurent model are again

chosen for the simulations where the parameters given in Section 6.7 .2 for the one dimensional

tests are initially employed. The first test is designed to parallel the one dimensional tests and

is performed on a long thin strip of elements with even element spacings. The resolution in the

longitudinal {1 direction is refined from 3 to 33 points per finite element and in the transverse {2

direction, 3 collocation points are generated for all of the resolutions. The conductivity tensor

is isotropic with a value of 0.25rnS rnrn-r comesponding to an analytic conduction velocity of

0.4mm ms-1. The errors in the conduction velocity that arise from a wave propagating along

the strip using the implicit and explicit solution techniques are shown in Figure 6.35.

The remainder of the results in this section are nm both implicitly and explicitly but only in-

formation from the implicit simulations is displayed as the differences between the implicit and

explicit solutions are negligible. The results presented here are designed to show conduction

velocity convergence with increasing mesh resolution, rather than showing deviations from an

analytic solution. A square mesh constructed from four identical square finite elements is cre-

ated with overall dimensions of 1Ornrn by 10rrrrn. A propagating action potential is then initiated

through a current injection at the intersection of the four elements in the centre of the mesh. For

the first test case, the conductivity tensor is set to be isotropic at 0.1mS mm-1 with a zero fibre

angle (aligned with {1) throughout the mesh. The collocation point resolution is refined from

5 x 5 to 65 x 65 points within each finite element. Figure 6.36 (a) shows the wavefront after
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Figure 6.35: Relative RMS effors in conduction velocity plotted against collocation
point resolution for a long thin two dimensional fibre with a propagat-

ing wave initiated by an end stimulation.

15ms with a circular topology on the highest resolution mesh and Figure 6.36 (b) shows the

convergence of the conduction velocity to a steady solution as the mesh resolution is increased.

The convergence curves for conduction velocity in the fibre and the cross fibre direction are

identical as is expected in an isotropic medium. To examine how the propagation behaves

under anisotropic conditions, the same problem setup is used with the conductivity in the sheet

direction altered to be 0.05 and then 0.02mS mm-r giving anisotropy ratios of 2:1 and 5:1. The

results from these simulations are given in Figure 6.37.

The lowest tested resolution is not insufficient to produce accurate propagation in the sheet

direction when the anisotropy ratio is increased to 5:1, but all of the resolutions produced prop-

agation with a 2:1 anisotropy ratio. Similar conduction velocities are seen in the fibre direction

for both cases with the expected differences present in the cross fibre direction. Two further

tests are run with a similar setup to investigate the effects of fibre angle rotation on propagation.

All of the fibres are set to lie at a constant angle of 26.7" from the (1 direction (as this angle

represents a slope of I:2 allowing the conduction velocities to be easily calculated). Again

anisotropy ratios of 2:1 and 5:1 are chosen and the results from these simulations are shown in

Figure 6.38.

The conduction velocities obtained from the fibre rotation simulations are equivalent to those

from the zero fibre angle tests at fine mesh resolutions, demonstrating the invariance of the wave

speed to fibre angle rotations. Figure 6.39 shows the transmembrane potential fields after 15ms

expanding outwards to create ellipsoidal contours with and without fibre angle rotations.
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Figure 6.36: Propagation in a two dimensional isotropic domain with a cenfte stim-
ulus. The left figure (a) shows the transmembrane potential (the scale

bar is in mV) after 15ms where the black arrows indicate the local
fibre orientation. The right figure (b) shows the convergence of the

conduction velocity with increasing collocation point resolution.

The final test in two dimensions is run using an isotropic conductivity tensor and describing the

intemal structure of the square mesh using deformed finite elements. The resulting solution do-

main is shown in Figure 6.a0 (a). The conduction velocity is calculated in the along and across

fibre directions for each collocation point resolution and the results are shown in Figure 6.40

(b). The resulting velocities in the two selected directions are very similar, especially at fine res-

olutions demonstrating the invariance of the solution technique to element shape inegularities.
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Figure 6.37: Anisotropic propagation in two dimensions. The left figure (a) shows

conduction velocity against collocation point resolution for a 2:1

anisotropy ratio and the right figure (b) shows a 5:1 anisofopy ratio.
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Figure 6.38: Anisotropic propagation in two dimensions with26.7'fibre rotation.
The left figure (a) shows conduction velocity against collocation point
resolution for a 2:1 anisotropy ratio. The right figure (b) shows a 5:1

anisotropy ratio.
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(a) 0o fibre angle
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(b) 26.7" fibre angle

Along fibre + '

Across fibre ---)(-

-85.0 -60.0 -35.0 -10.0 15.0

Figure 6.39: Transmembrane potential fields (scale bar in mV) after 15ms on a
square mesh with a cenfre stimulation. The left figure (a) shows a 5:1

anisotopy ratio with no fibre rotations and the right figure (b) shows

the same situation with a 26.7" fibre rotation.
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Figure 6.40: The left figure (a) shows the iregular finite element mesh in two di-
mensions that is used to test isotropic propagation and the right figure
(b) shows the resulting conduction velocityplotted against the number

of collocation points.
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Propagation tests in three dimensions

In three dimensions each internal collocation point is surrounded by eighteen neighbours that

are used to track the wavefront propagation. The first three dimensional test is performed on a

long fibre and is tested against the one dimensional analyic solution. The cross section of the

fibre contains 3 x 3 collocation points at all times with the fibre having external dimensions of
1 x 1 x 128mm, and the conductivity tensor is set to be isotropic with a value of 0.25mS mm-l.
The cubic ionic current is again used with unchanged parameters and a time step of 0.01ms is

used for all of the tests in this section. A plane wave is initiated at one end of the fibre and

activation times are recorded along the centre of the fibre at two points, one and three quarters

of the way down the length of the fibre to calculate conduction velocity. Figure 6.41 shows the

results from these simulations for both the implicit and explicit solution techniques.

h

l.0ei00

L0e-01

L0e-02

l.0e-03
1000 I 0000

Nmbo of collocation points

Figure 6.41: Relative RMS errors in conduction velocity plotted against collocation
point resolution for a long thin three dimensional fibre with end stim-
ulation when using the implicit and explicit solution methods.

While both methods achieve good convergence, the explicit method appears to be slightly more

accurate at higher resolutions. This may be because the number of boundary points is large

compared to the number of internal points, creating an implicit matrix with a high degree of
coupling. For the remainder of the propagation tests in three dimensions, an explicit solution

technique is employed on a cube shaped mesh constructed from eight regular finite elements.

The cube has external dimensions of 10mm x 1Omm x 1Omm and the same number of collo-

cation points are always generated in each { direction. The first case investigated is an isotropic

cube with the conductivity set to 0.1mS mm-r and with azero fibre angle. Stimulation oc-

curs at the intersection of the eight finite elements in the centre of the cube, and the resulting

conduction velocities shown are in Figure 6.42.
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Figure 6.42: A three dimensional cube with isotropic propagation. The left figure
(a) shows an isosurface drawn through -84m\r after 15ms. The right
figure (b) shows conduction velocity convergence.

The conduction velocity in all three directions, along fibre, in sheet and cross sheet are the

same at all resolutions, as is expected when isotropic conductivities are used. As the resolution

is increased the velocities converge towards a unique solution. Figure 6.42(a) shows profiles

from three orthographic directions for an isosurface through -84mV, 15ms after the start of
the simulation on the highest resolution mesh (that has 33 x 33 x 33 collocation points in

each element giving more than 250000 points). Because the conductivity is isotropic, each

of the profiles appears identical. A similar setup is used for the next tests where a zero fibre

angle is still imposed but the conductivities are altered in each direction. Firstly the cross

sheet conductivity is reduced to 0.02mS mm-l giving an anisotropy ratio of 5:5:1, resulting

in the velocities that are shown in Figure 6.43. Next the conductivity in the sheet direction

is also reduced to 0.02rnS mrn-r giving an anisotropy ratio of 5:1:1 and the corresponding

results are shown in Figure 6.44. Finally the conductivity in the sheet direction is increased to

0.05mS mrn-r giving an orthotropic conductivity tensor with an anisotropy ratio of 5:2:1 and

the results from these simulations are shown in Figure 6.45.

As is seen in two dimensions, at low resolutions (5 x 5 x 5 collocation points per finite ele-

ment) the collocation method is unable to initiate propagation along directions with relatively

low conductivities. All three anisotropic tests display conduction velocity convergence and the

velocities from different directions that have the same conductivity are comparable. One further

simulation is run in three dimensions to check that microstructural rotations do not influence the

conduction velocities. TWo rotations are used giving fibres that run at 45' to the {1 direction and

a'
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Figure 6.43: A three dimensional cube with anisotropic propagation containing an

anisofropy ratio of 5:5:1. The left figrue (a) shows an isosurface drawn
through -84mV after 15ms. The right figure (b) shows conduction
velocity convergence.

sheets that run at 45o to the ({t, {r) plane. This test is run with conductivities of 0.1, 0.02 and

0.02mS mm-r in the fibre, sheet and cross sheet directions and the results from this simulation

are shown in Figure 6.46.

As is the case in two dimensions. the microstructural rotations have little effect on the conduc-

tion velocities.

6.7.5 Bidomain propagation

The simulations described in this section are designed to test wavefront propagation on bido-

main problems. In one dimension, the two bidomain conductivities (o; and o") produce con-

duction velocities that can be described by an equivalent monodomain conductivi$, o*ono,

according to the relationship

oioe
(6.107)umono - o;*o.

Therefore, if a one dimensional bidomain has o; : 0.2mS mm-r and, o" : 0.6mS rm-l,
an equivalent conduction velocity can be produced in a monodomain simulation with o^ono :
0.15mS mm-r.

(b)(a)
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Figure 6.44: A three dimensional cube with anisotropic propagation containing an

anisotropy ratio of 5:1:1. The left figure (a) shows an isosurface drawn
through -84mV after 15ms. The right figure (b) shows conduction
velocity convergence.
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Figure 6.45: A three dimensional cube with anisotropic propagation containing an

anisotropy ratio of 5:2:1. The left figure (a) shows an isosurface drawn
through -84mV after 15ms. The right figrre (b) shows conduction
velocity convergence.
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Fignre 6.46: A three dimensional cube with anisotropic propagation containing an

anisofropy ratio of 5:1.:1 along with 45" fibre and sheet rotations. The
left figure (a) shows an isosurface drawn through -84mV after 15ms.

The right figure (b) shows conduction velocity convergence.
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This relationship allows this bidomain situation to be tested against the monodomain analytic

solution when the equivalent monodomain conductivity is substituted into Equation (6.105).

The regular test mesh used for the monodomain simulations in Section 6.7.2 is used here to test

bidomain propagation in one dimension. Figure 6.47 shows the conduction velocity conver-

gence using the given conductivities.

Bidonrain _____t_

loo 
Nu-u.ror.orro.",i",lll?"o

Figwe 6.47: Conduction velocity convergence for a one dimensional bidomain. The
velocities are tested against the monodomain analyic solution with an

equivalent monodomain conductivity.

The remainder of the tests in this section are run on a two dimensional square mesh with overall

dimensions of 16rnm x 16mm. The fibre axis is always defined in the *{r direction that is

aligned with the horizontal axis.

If both the intracellular and extracellular domains are equally anisotropic, it is again possible

to define equivalent monodomain conductivities in the fibre and cross fibre directions using

Equation (6.107). A test problem with intracellular conductivities of 0.3 and 0.lnrS mm-1

and extracellular conductivities of 0.6 and 0.2mS mm-l is used to validate this aspect of the

bidomain implementation. Here both domains have an anisotropy ratio of 3:1 and the equivalent

monodomain conductivities are therefore 0.2 and 0.066667mS mm-1. Simulations at different

mesh resolutions are run with both the bidomain and the equivalent monodomain framework,

and the results are shown in Fieure 6.48.

Both the bidomain and the equivalent monodomain solutions produce almost identical conduc-

tion velocities at all of the tested mesh resolutions. and also show conduction velocitv conver-

gence.

Several simulations are run to investieate the bidomain framework under a varieW of different

a
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Figure 6.48: An equally anisotropic bidomain compared to an equivalent mon-
odomain in two dimensions. The intracellular bidomain conductivities
are 0.3 and 0.1mS mm-t with extracellular conductivities of 0.6 and

0.2mS mm-l. This creates equivalent monodomain conductivities of
0.2 and,0.066667mS mm-1. The lines show conduction velocity con-
vergence in the fibre and cross fibre directions for both sets of simula-
tions.

conditions. In the first simulation both the intracellular and extracellular domains are isotropic,

the intracellular domain having a conductivity of 0.25mS mm-r and the extacellular domain

using 0.20mS mm-l. A second isotropic simulation is then run after adjusting the extracel-

lular conductivity to 1.0mS mm-l and a monodomain simulation is also run using the same

parameters to provide a basis for comparison. The results from these simulations are shown in

Figure 6.49.
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Figure 6.49: Conduction velocities plotted against the number of collocation points
for isotropic bidomain propagation. The red line shows the results for
oe : 0.2 and the green line for o" : 1.0. The blue line shows an

equivalent monodomain result and oi: 0.25 for all simulations.
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All of the conduction velocities drawn in Figure 6.49 ne converging towards steady solutions.

For the same intracellular conductivity, these results show that the conductivity in the extra-

cellular domain can have a significant effect on the speed of propagation where the lower the

extracellular conductivity, the more pronounced the influence is. These trends are consistent

with the monodomain assumption that assumes the extracellular domain is highly conductive.

The second series of tests in two dimensions involves an isotropic intracellular domain with an

anisotropic exhacellular domain. The intracellular conductivity tensor is set to 0.25mS mm-r

in both the along fibre and cross fibre directions. One simulation uses extracellular conduc-

tivities of 0.25mS mm-1 in the fibre direction and 0.15mS mm-r in the cross fibre direction

for a conductivity ratio of 5:3, while the other used 0.4mS mrn-r in the fibre direction and

0.1mS mrn-r in the cross fibre direction for a conductivity ratio of 4:1. The results from these

simulations are shown in Fisure 6.50.
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Shcct 5 -l ----x-
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Figure 6.50: Conduction velocities plotted against the number of collocation points

for bidomain propagation with an isotropic intracellular domain and

an anisotropic extracellular domain. Drawn are the velocities in the

fibre and cross fibre directions with extracellular anisotropy ratios of
5:3 and 4:1.

From these results it can be seen that given an isotropic intracellular domain, adjusting the

anisotropy of the extracellular domain produces notable conduction velocity differences in the

along fibre and cross fibre directions. As the mesh resolution is increased the values of the

conduction velocities again approach a steady state.

The next series of simulations test the reverse situation where an isotropic extracellular domain

is used in conjunction with an anisotropic intracellular domain. The extracellular conductivity

is set to 0.20mS mm-l and the intracellular cross conductivitv is set to 0.l5ms mm-r. The
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intracellular fibre conductivities are 0.30mS mm-r and 0.60mS mm-1 for conductivitv ratios

of 2:1 and 4:1. The results from this set of simulations are shown in Figure 6.51.

Fibre 2;1 +
Sheet 2: I ---;+-
Fil.rcl1 *

0.40

; n 2(

E nro

'6
I n1<

5 0.20

3 o.ts

0.10

Number of collocation poins

Figure 6.51: Conduction velocities plotted against collocation point resolution for
bidomain propagation with an anisotropic intracellular domain with an

isotropic extracellular domain. Drawn are the velocities in the fibre
and cross fibre directions for intracellular anisotropy ratios of 2:1 and

4:1.

As is expected the two velocity curves in the cross fibre direction are almost identical as both

the intracellular and extracellular conductivities are the same in this direction.

The final set of bidomain propagation simulations are run with both domains having anisotropic

conductivity tensors. The first simulation is only slightly anisotropic with intracellular con-

ductivities of 0.30mS mm-l and 0.15mS mm-r combined with extracellular conductivities of
0.25mS mm-1 and 0.15mS mm-r to give anisotropy ratios of 2:7 and,5:3. The second sim-

ulation uses intracellular conductivities of 0.60mS mm-r and 0.15mS mm-l combined with

extracellular conductivities of 0.30mS mm-r and 0.10mS mm-l and therefore has anisotropy

ratios of 4:1 and 3:1. Results from these simulations are shown in Figure 6.52 and again in all

cases the conduction velocities converge to steady values as the resolution of the collocation

mesh is increased.

6.7.6 Propagation over deforming geometries

Although it is not the focus of this thesis, the collocation method is capable of handling propa-

gation over deforming geometries with a view to coupled electro-mechanical simulations. Pre-

sented here are two simple demonstrations of propagation in a deforming annulus. While after
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Figure 6.52: Conduction velocities plotted against collocation point resolution for
fully anisotropic bidomain propagation. Drawn are the velocities in
the fibre and cross fibre directions for two different anisotropy ratio
sets, the first case has an intracellular ratio of 2:1 and an extracellular
ratio of 5:3. The second case has an intracellular ratio of 4:1 and an

extracellular ratio of 3:1.

each deformation step the locations of the collocation points remain unchanged in material

space, the global positions and therefore the domain metrics must be recalculated. The first

demonstration shows a wave propagating using a cubic ionic current model where the internal

boundary of the annulus is expanding. Snapshots taken at various time points are shown in

Figure 6.53.

The second demonstration shows propagation in an annulus where the inner surface is rotating

over time. Again a cubic ionic current model is used and pictures illustrating the transmembrane

potential field are shown in Figure 6.54.

6.7.7 Propagation past a cusp

In this section wavefront propagation past a cusp in three dimensions is demonstrated. As is

detailed in Section 3.8, special care must be taken to correctly include additional points in the

local quadratic elements at a cusp. An idealised cusp mesh has been created in three dimensions

from four trilinear finite elements. A plane wave is initiated in a direction perpendicular to

the cusp and this wave propagates throughout the domain to check that no numerical artifacts

are produced when the wavefront splits. The cubic ionic current model is again used to test

propagation in this simulation and the position of the wavefront at 5ms time intervals is shown

in Figure 6.55.

o
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oGoo
(a) Oms (b) 10ms (c) 20ms (d) 30ms

000
(e) 40ms (0 50ms (g) 60ms

Figrre 6.53: Propagation on an expanding domain. Blue tissue is at rest and red
tissue is at the plateau potential.

oGoo
(a) Oms (b) 10ms (c) 20ms (d) 30ms

ooo
(e) 40ms (f) 50ms (g) 60ms

Figure 6.54: Propagation on a rotating domain. Blue tissue is at rest and red tissue
is at the plateau potential.
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(a) Oms (b) 5ms (c) 10ms (d) 15ms

(e) 20ms (f) 25ms (g) 30ms (h) 35ms

(i) 40ms O 45ms (k) 50ms (l) 55ms

Figure 6.55: Wavefront propagation past a cusp in three dimensions. Blue tissue is
at the resting potential and red tissue is at the plateau potential.
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The wave successfully negotiates the cusp and when past the cusp the wavefront is at an oblique

angle to the split in the elements so the wave speed increases near those surfaces and this creates

the expected wavefront curvatwe that can be observed.

Summary

The tests in this section have clearly demonstrated the accuracy and flexibility of the collocation

method with respect to wavefront propagation in one, two and three dimensions. The following

sections now focus on the properties of coupled problems, applying the coupling techniques

described in Chapter 5.

6.8 Investigating fixed point iterations

An important part of the coupling procedure described in Section 5.2 is the use of a fixed point

iteration across the myocardial srufaces to achieve continuous current flows and potential fields.

From the biophysics of the problem, given some cardiac electrical activity there is a unique

solution to the problem of finding the potential distribution within the torso. From a computa-

tional perspective, this means that each surface should only have a single fixed point and in an

ideal situation the fixed point can be reached for any reasonable choice of initial guess. Other

possible outcomes include a single fixed point that converges only for a good initial estimate or

multiple fixed points. If multiple fixed points are present the solution may jump backwards and

forwards between the possible solutions, depending on the starting guess used at each time step

and this will comrpt the solutions. This section looks at a selection of situations where fixed

point iterations are used and also investigates the relaxation parameter values that are required

to obtain the best convergence. In all simulations here, the bidomain equations are solved up to

the specified time without performing any iterations, and when the specified time is reached the

iteration process is used to produce a continuous solution.
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6.8.1 An annular mesh with epicardial iterations

The first case examined that uses a fixed point iteration to couple regions together involves an

annular finite element cardiac region that encloses a circular boundary element region. These

regions are then enclosed by an annular boundary element region as is shown in Figure 6.56.

The finite element mesh consists of eight elements that are created with cubic Hermite circum-

ferential and linear transmural interpolation. Over each finite element 9 x 9 collocation points

are created giving a total of 576 points. The circular boundary element mesh contains 64 bound-

ary elements, one for each endocardial collocation point, while the external mesh is constructed

from a ring of 64 epicardial elements along with a ring of 64 outer surface elements.

The collocation mesh and the internal boundary element region are directly assembled into the

same matrix system using the procedure described in Section 5.3 leaving a fixed point iteration

across only the epicardial surface. No flux boundary conditions are set on the outer surface

along with a reference potential (the red point in Figure 6.56) and the Salu consistency criterion

(Section 2.5.2) is used to generate consistent solutions. Flux boundary conditions are used for

the boundary elements on the epicardial surface. The cubic ionic current model describes the

cellular processes and a wavefront is initiated by a stimulus of 250pA mm-3 injected along

the horizontal line indicated by the blue points in Figure 6.56. All of the conductivities are

isotropic u'ith unitary extracellular and extramyocardial values and an intracellular conductiv-

ity of 0.25 mS mm-l. Body surface potentials are recordedata node (45') clockwise of the

reference node, indicated by the green point in Figure 6.56.

Figure 6.56: The coupled annular mesh used to test fixed point iterations. The red
point on the torso boundary indicates the reference potential and the

blue poirrts on the finite element mesh indicate initial activation sites.

The green point shows where the torso potentials are recorded.
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The first series of tests is designed to aid in the selection of the relaxation parameters a1 and

a2 (described in Section 5.2.1) that are necessary to ensure the stability of the convergence

process. The arbitrarily selected times at which iterations are performed are 10 and 40 ms

after the initial stimulation. The position of the wavefront after these two times is shown in

Figure 6.57. Figure 6.58 shows the number of iterations required to achieve convergence with

(a) 10ms (b) 40ms

Figure 6.57: The position of the activation wavefront after 10 and 40ms from an

initial stimulation in the right hand side of the mesh. The blue tissue is

at rest and the red tissue is at the plateau potential.

variations in the a1 parameter, along with the value of the resulting torso potential at the two

time points. Figure 6.59 shows the equivalent information for the a2 parameter.
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Figure 6.58: Variations in the or parameter when iterating after solving for 10 and
40ms. Drawn are the converged torso potential and the number of
iterations required to achieve convergence plotted against a1.

For these simulations the tolerances for the iterative process are set to be 0.001 mV for potential

and 0.001 plA mm-2 for normal current flow. From Equation (5.9), the smaller the value of
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Figure 6.59: Variations in the az parameter when iterating after solving for 10 and

40ms. Drawn are the converged torso potential and the number of itera-
tions required to achieve convergence plotted against a2. The dz : 0.5

simulation in the right figure (b) converges after 332 iterations.

a1 is, the larger the step size that is taken, while the reverse is true for a2. Figure 6.58 shows

that the nurnber of iterations required to achieve convergence is reasonably constant for small

to moderate values of a1. As is expected, the number of iterations required increases as the

value of 01 rises because smaller and smaller steps are being taken. The a2 parameter has a

greater effect on the convergence properties of the iterations. For both times, Figure 6.59 shows

that as a2 is increased to a value of 0.4, the number of iterations decreases (which is consistent

with an increasing step size). At a2 : 0.5 the procedure still converges but the number of
iterations becomes quite large and for all of the values larger than 0.5, the iterative process does

not converge.

The next series of simulations are designed to provide information on the convergence of body

surface potentials in relation to the convergence tolerances applied to the iteration process. First

the potential tolerance is held steady at 10.0 mV while the flux tolerance is varied and then the

flux tolerance is held at 10.0 1r,A mm-2 while the potential tolerance is varied. The changes in

the recorded body surface potential with different flux tolerances are shown in Figure 6.60 and

the results from varying the potential tolerance are shown in Figure 6.61. These simulations

show that for both times, the recorded body surface potential achieves a steady value with flux

and potential tolerances of between 0.01 and 0.001. However, even with less strict convergence

tolerances the deviations in the value of the body surface potential are relatively small.
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Figure 6.60: Variations in the flux tolerance parameter when iterating after solving
for 10 and 40ms. The blue curves show the converged torso potential
and the red curves show the number of iterations required to achieve

convergence.
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The objective of the final set of simulations in this series is to check that there is only a sin-

gle fixed point within a wide range of possible initial guesses (much wider than is practically

useful). This also provides information on how well the iterative process converges given a

poor choice of initial guess. As flux boundary conditions are specified on the boundary ele-

ment epicardium, the desired results are achieved by running multiple simulations and starting

the iterations from different epicardial flux values. The best convergence relaxation parameter

values of ar - 0.3 and dz : 0.4 are selected based on the previous tests in this section and

both the potential and flux tolerances are set to 0.001. The results from these tests are shown in

Figwe 6.62.
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Figure 6.62: The convergence properties of the iteration process with different ini-
tial guesses after solving for 10 and 40ms. The blue curves show the

converged torso potential and the red curves show the number of itera-

tions that are required to achieve convergence.

Similar patterns are observed in Figure 6.62 at both of the time points. Across all of the ini-

tial values tested, only one fixed point is present and also all starting points result in properly

converged solutions given the aforementioned relaxation parameter values. The number of it-

erations required to achieve convergence varies only slowly with extreme starting values but

there is a definite minimum present when a zero flux initial guess is used. For a more general

situation, the best way to achieve convergence has been found to be to start from a previous

converged solution (see Section 5.2.1).

Potential +
Itclations *
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6.8.2 A torso slice with epicardial iterations

The set of simulations presented here are used to test the same properties that are investigated in

Section 6.8.1 but over a realistic geometry to ensure the good convergence properties exhibited

previously are not unique to regular, symmetric domains. The domain selected for this purpose

is a two dimensional cardiac region inside a homogeneous torso slice with two ventricular blood

masses. The cardiac region contains 28 finite elements with linear radial and cubic Hermite cir-

cumferential interpolation over which 9 x 9 collocation points are created within each element.

Inside the finite elements are two boundary element ventricular regions, both directly coupled

to the boundary collocation points using the method described in Section 5.3, leaving only the

epicardial surface to be coupled using a fixed point iteration. The torso cavity is also discretised

using boundary elements and flux boundary conditions have been chosen for the epicardial sur-

face. An illustration of the geometry is shown in Figure 6.63 where the red point is the potential

reference and the green point is the recording site for the resulting body surface potentials. The

cubic ionic current model is again used and a current injection of 250 1rA mm-3 at the blue

points in Figure 6.63 within the left ventricular free wall is used to initiate the activation. The

values of the conductivities and the time points of interest are the same as those used in the

coupled annular example from Section 6.8.1. The position of the wavefront within the cardiac

Figure 6.63: A simplified torso slice mesh. The red point on the torso boundary in-
dicates the potential reference and the blue points on the finite element
mesh indicate initial activation sites. The green point is where the torso
potentials are recorded.

mesh after 10 and 40ms is shown in Figure 6.64.

Firstly the response of the iteration process to changes in the two relaxation parameters is tested.

Figure 6.65 shows the number of iterations that are required to achieve convergence with varia-

tions in the ar parameter and Figure 6.66 shows the number of iterations required with variations

@
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(a) 10ms (b) 40ms

Figure 6.64: The position of the activation wavefront after 10 and 40ms from an

initial stimulation in the left ventricular free wall. The blue tissue is at

rest and the red tissue is at the plateau potential.

in the a2 parameter. In both cases, the convergence tolerances are set to 0.001 mV for potential

and 0.001 pA mm-2 for flux. The trends illustrated in Figures 6.65 and 6.66 are similar to those

seen in Section 6.8.1 on an annular mesh with the a2 parameter having alarge influence on both

the rate of convergence and problem stability. Here a2 values greater than 0.6 produce divergent

results. The nr parameter generally requires more iterations as the effective step size is reduced

and so for the remaining tests in this section, the relaxation paramet€rs 01 : 0 and az : 0.4 are

chosen.

A second series of simulations are then run to test the convergence of the body strface potential

when the iterative process is subjected to different convergence tolerances. In the first case,

the potential tolerance is held at 10.0 m\r while the flux tolerance is varied and the results

drawn in Figure 6.67 ue produced. In the second case the reverse is done where the flux

tolerance is set to 10.0 llA mm-2 while the potential tolerance is varied and the results of
these simulations are shown in Figure 6.68. The results are less oscillatory than those seen for

the coupled annulus case (see Figures 6.60 and 6.61) and reasonably steady solutions may be

obtained with convergence parameters as large as 0.01.

Finally, the iterative process is tested to ensure that only one fixed point exists and that the

process converges for a wide range of initial guesses. Both the potential and flux tolerances are

set to be 0.001 and the starting point is set by speci$ing an initial epicardial flux value. The

results of these simulations are shown in Figure 6.69.

As is the case with the annular testing (see Figure 6.62), for all of the initial values tested the

iterations converge to a single fixed point at both time points. The process also converges over

a range of initial guesses larger than is practically required.
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Figure 6.65: Variations in the a1 parameter when iterating after solving for 10 and

40ms. The blue curues show the converged torso potential and the red

curves show the number of iterations needed to achieve convergence.
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Summary

All of the tests performed using a fixed point iteration to achieve potential and current flow

continuity across a single myocardial surface have demonshated that given sensible relaxation

parameters, proper convergence is achieved over a range of circumstances, and only a single

fixed point is present. The next sections now deal with cases where a fixed point iteration is

used across multiple myocardial surfaces.

6.8.3 An annular mesh with a multiple surface fixed point iteration

The annular mesh described in Section 6.8.1 and illustrated by Figure 6.56 is used here to inves-

tigate the imposition of an additional fixed point iteration across the endocardial surface. The

endocardial problem and the epicardial problem are solved independently and then the solutions

from both problems are used to update the boundary conditions on the cardiac region. After a

cardiac solution, the cardiac region then retums boundary conditions to both of the torso regions

simultaneously, and the two torso problems are again solved independently. In this situation it

has been found that the type of boundary conditions that are applied to the myocardial surfaces

plays an integral role in obtaining converged solutions. The only choice of endocardial sur-

face boundary conditions that appear to always give convergence utilises alternating boundary
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condition types. Starting at an arbitrary node on the endocardium, the node is given a poten-

tial boundary condition and the nodes adjacent to the starting node are given current boundary

conditions. The nodes two removed from the starting node are then given potential boundary

conditions and this process then continues, generating boundary condition types in an alter-

nating manner. On the epicardium, all boundary element nodes are given potential boundary

conditions, although other boundary condition distributions can be used successfully.

Convergence is also very difficult to achieve when there is a one to one mapping between bound-

ary collocation points and boundary elements and therefore the number of collocation points

created in each finite element is increased to 17 x 17 while the number of boundary elements is

left unchanged. (This equates to three collocation points now being mapped to each boundary

element).

The first series of simulations examines the effect of changing the two relaxation parameters

(the same convergence parameters are used for both of the fixed point iterations). A convergence

tolerance of 0.1 pAmm-2 is used for the flux variable and a tolerance of 0.1 mV is used for

potential (from Figures 6.72 and 6.73). Again the tested time points are 10 and 40ms after the

initial stimulus and the results from these simulations are shown in Figures 6.70 and 6.71. The

rr2 parameter remains stable at larger values than are seen when only epicardial iterations are

performed but the iterations still diverge for values larger than az : 0.8. The choice of a2

that results in the most rapid convergence is also larger at d2 - 0.7 (compared to 0.4 for only

an epicardial iteration). Very large a1 values (and consequently very small steps) prevent the

iterations from converging as the differences between the adjacent regions settles to a stable but

non-zero value. It is possible that this indicates the presence of an additional fixed point.

The sensitivity of the body surface potentials to the convergence tolerances that are imposed is

investigated with the relaxation parameters set to a1 : 0 and oz : 0.7. The effects of altering

the flux tolerance in the presence of a large potential tolerance are shown in Figure 6.72 and

the effects of altering the potential tolerance are shown in Figure 6.73. As the tolerances are

reduced, the number of iterations required to achieve convergence rises steadily but in all of the

cases examined a tolerance of only 0.1 is required to generate well converged results. When

setting a large potential tolerance and altering the flux tolerance, the differences in current flow

across the myocardial surfaces settle to a stable but unconverged figure that is of the order of
0.01 pA mm-2. The exact value is dependent on the relaxation parameters but this does place

a limit on the accuracv that mav be achieved.
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The last series of simulations in this section attempts to ascertain if there are multiple fixed

points within either of the two fixed point iterations and examines the convergence of the ir
eration process given a broad range of starting values. Figure 6.74 demonstrates the effects

of starting from different initial epicardial potentials and the number of iterations required to

achieve the converged results. Figure 6.75 then shows the effects of altering the initial endocar-

dial boundary values. For all of the tested initial epicardial and endocardial boundary condition

values, only one fixed point is present on each of the myocardial surface iterations. While the

plots showing the number of iterations do have minimums around a zero boundary value, the

minimums appear to be less pronounced than those that are seen in the single epicardial iteration

plots (in Figure 6.62). These simulations use the optimal relaxation parameter values that were

described previously and did not encounter stable non-zero solutions that can be observed when

the relaxation parameters are altered.

Summary

Where the single surface fixed point iteration simulations from the previous sections reveal al-

most unconditional convergence, much more care is needed when iterating across two surfaces.

While convergence is achievable, restrictions on the relaxation parameters and the types of

boundary conditions permitted on each surface are required. More restrictions may be expected

when there are two surfaces to iterate across as the convergence process tries to locate a fixed

point on two separate surfaces where both problems must converge separately and concurrently.

6.8.4 A torso slice with a multiple surface fixed point iteration

The torso slice described in Section 6.8.2 and illustrated in Figwe 6.63 contains three surfaces

that may be coupled using a fixed point iteration (one epicardial and two ventricular surfaces).

As with the example in Section 6.8.3, the most successful boundary conditions are alternat-

ing flux and potential boundary conditions on the endocardial surfaces and potential boundary

conditions on the epicardial surface. Simulations have been run with between two and eight

collocation points coupled to each boundary element, and both cubic Hermite and linear bound-

ary elements have been tested. Simulations using the full range of alpha values have also been

run. All of these attempts were unsuccessful. The best results achieved over this geometry

with three iterating surfaces have been to obtain convergence for a small number of time steps,
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followed by divergence when the wavefront becomes established. The first places in which in-

stability occurs are in areas of the mesh that have the highest curvature. The unstable nature of
this problem are believed to be the result of having a fixed point iteration across three surfaces.

A highly deformed mesh with two iterating surfaces does produce proper convergence. Here

convergence depends on the updates suggested by each surface not having an adverse effect on

the other two strface solutions and unfortunately this does not appear to be the case.

6.9 Annular mesh refinement

An important part of validating a numerical technique is testing that the solution converges to a

steady state as the solution domain is refined. Here the different coupling techniques developed

are employed and the resulting body surface potential traces are tested for convergence. Firstly

the circular mesh illustrated in Figure 6.56 is tested with an initial collocation mesh resolution

of 9 x 9 points per finite element. The mesh is then refined to get 17 x 17,33 x 33 and then

65 x 65 collocation points within each element. One boundary element is created between each

pair of boundary collocation points meaning 64, L28,256 and 512 elements are created on each

surface. In addition to this, 128 elements make up the outer surface that is the air boundary.

Again the reference potential is located at the top of the solution domain which is equivalent

to a 90o rotation from the positive horizontal axis. The boundary nodes at which the solution

is recorded are placed at 0o, 45", 135" and 180" from the horizontal axis. All domains are

considered to be isotropic with the extracellular and extramyocardial domain having unitary

conductivities while the intracellular conductivity is 0.25 mS mm-t. The cubic ionic current

model is employed using the parameters given in Section 6.7.2 and in all cases body surface

potentials are recorded at 0.1ms intervals with a bidomain time step of 0.01ms.

6.9.L Direct assemblv

In these simulations, all of the regions in the concentric circular mesh are directly assembled

into a single matrix system. Boundary conditions are then only imposed on the torso surface

as all internal boundaries use continuity conditions to generate solutions. The site of initial

activation is a line stimulus as is shown in Figure 6.56. An activation wavefront is initiated

and the resultant body surface potentials are recorded at four nodes around the torso returning

four different traces. The first series of plots (shown in Figure 6.76) displays the body surface
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potential traces from the four selected nodes at the four different levels of refinement. The

oscillations that can be seen in the results obtained from the lowest resolution are most likely

due to delays in neighbouring collocation points reaching the threshold potential as the wave

travels around the annulus due to the large distance between the points. Figure 6.77 shows

overlays of the traces from the different refinement levels to demonstrate the convergence of the

solutions as the refinement level is increased.
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Figure 6.76: Body surface traces from a circular mesh with all regions directly as-

sembled at four different levels of refinement. The four traces represent

the solution over time at four different points around the torso bound-
aty.

The numerical signal comparisons reported in Table 6.6 are performed on eight nodes that are

equally spaced around the outer surface and that are common to all of the refinement levels.

The difference measwes used here are a relative RMS difference, and the percentage change
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in the minimum integrated and maximum integrated signal values. All of the signals in these

tests have been found to be highly correlated when using an integrated measure. As can be

Refinement level x0 and x1 x1 and x2 x2 and x3
Relative RMS error

Maximum signal diff.
Minimum signal diff.

0.78754
21.9r%
15.44%

0.06366
8.04%
5.34%

0.01175
7.95%
0.32%

Table 6.6: Numerical comparisons between body surface potential traces for a con-
centric annular test case where all regions are directly assembled.

seen both graphically in Figure 6.77 (c) and numerically in Table 6.6, the differences in the

traces generated by the two and three times refined cases are relatively small. (The three times

refined case has an average spatial resolution of 0.21mm in the cardiac region). Across all of
the refinement levels, the main differences are seen in the timing of events and therefore the

conduction velocities through the cardiac tissue are dominant, rather than any differences in

signal magnitudes.

6.9.2 Epicardial fixed point iterations

The same series of refinements is repeated here with a directly assembled endocardial region

but with a fixed point iteration on the epicardial surface. Flux botrndary conditions are applied

to the epicardial surface while the torso surface boundary conditions remain unchanged. The

potential and the flux tolerances for the iteration process are both set to 0.1 and the two re-

laxation parameters are set to be ai : 0.3 and a2 : 0.4 (these correspond to the best values

found in Section 6.8.1). In addition to body surface traces, the number of iterations required

to achieve convergence in each simulation is plotted over time. At the first time step a zero

extracellular field is used to start the iteration process and then at subsequent time steps the con-

verged solution field from the previous time step is used as a starting point. The resulting body

surface potential traces are shown in Figures 6.78 and 6.79 and overlayed traces from different

refinement levels are shown in Figure 6.80.

Similar trends to those shown in the fully directly assembled case are again displayed here

with a fixed point iteration on the epicardial surface. Little difference exists between the two

finest refinement solutions with the signal duration varying more than the signal magnitude.

Numerical comparisons between the solutions from the different refinement levels are shown in

Table 6.7 . The measures of error given in Table 6.7 appear to be well correlated with the errors

given in Table 6.6 for the full direct assembly case.
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Figure 6.78: Body surface traces for a circular mesh with a directly assembled endo-
cardial region and iterations across the epicardial surface at the lowest
two refinement levels. The figures on the right indicate the number of
iterations that are requfued to achieve a converged solution at each time
step.

Refinement level x0 and xI xI and x2 x2 and x3
Relative RMS error

Maximum Signal diff
Minimum Signal diff.

0.18742
27.90%
15.44%

0.06350
7.se%
5.34%

0.01171
1.94%
0.32%

Table 6.7: Numerical comparisons between body surface potential traces for a con-
centric circular test case where the endocardial region is directly assem-

bled and iterations are perfo(med on the epicardial surface.
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Figure 6.79: Body surface traces for a circular mesh with a directly assembled endo-
cardial region and iterations across the epicardial surface at the highest
two refinement levels. The figures on the right indicate the number of
iterations that are requfued to achieve a converged solution at each time
step.
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6.9.3 A multiple surface fixed point iteration

263

The refinement pattern for these tests where both the epicardial and endocardial surfaces used

fixed point iterations is slightly different to the previously described tests. As is stated in Sec-

tion 6.8.3, the iteration process is unstable with turo collocation points per boundary element in

these circumstances. Because of this, the initial collocation mesh utilises 17 x 17 collocation

points per finite element while maintaining only 64 boundary element nodes per surface result-

ing in three collocation points being mapped to each boundary element. The meshes are then

refined giving resolutions of 33 x 33 and 65 x 65 collocation points per finite element while

increasing the number of boundary elements to 128 and 256 on each surface. The relaxation

parameters chosen for the tests are rrr : 0.0 and a2 : 0.7 with alternating flux and potential

boundary conditions imposed on the endocardial surface to achieve convergence (in addition

to the other boundary conditions previously specified). The results from these simulations are

given in Figures 6.81 and 6.82 and graphs illustrating the differences between the solutions from

each refinement level are shown in Figure 6.83.

The body surface traces show high frequency oscillations that only disappear at the highest

refinement level and the number of oscillations seems dependent on the number of boundary

element nodes so there may be some minimum boundary element resolution needed to track

the high gradients of the activation wavefront. The number of iterations required to achieve

convergence is slightly higher here than is seen with the epicardial iteration case, generally

requiring between two and three iterations at each time step. The numerical differences between

the signals are shown in Table 6.8.

Refinement level I x0 and xI I xI and x2

Relative RMS error | 0.06250 | 0.07772
Maximum Signal diff. | 7.79% | 1.92%
Minimum Signal diff. | 5.30% | 0.40%

Table 6.8: Numerical comparisons of body surface potential traces from a concen-
tric circular test case where iterations are performed on both the epicar-
dial and endocardial surfaces.

Despite the oscillations at low refinement levels, the signals show similar trends to those pro-

duced by both the direct assembly and the epicardial iteration methods.
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Figure 6.81: Body surface traces for a circular mesh using fixed point iterations on

both the epicardial and endocardial surfaces at the lowest two refine-
ment levels. The figures on the right shows the number of iterations
that are required to achieve convergence across both ofthe surfaces.
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Figure 6.82: Body surface traces for a circular mesh using fixed points iteration on
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level. The figure on the right show the number of iterations that are

required to achieve convergence across both ofthe surfaces.
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6.9.4 Comparing the methods

CHAPTER 6. COUPLING UALIDATION

While the three preceding sections demonstrate that the body surface potential solutions con-

verge to a steady state as the solution domain is refined, here the finest mesh resolution (65 x 65

collocation points per finite element) is used to check that the results obtained are comparable

between the different coupling types. Figure 6.84 shows the three possible combinations of sig-

nal comparisons where the body surface potential traces from the different solution techniques

are overlayed. Table 6.9 then shows the result of numerical comparisons between the signals.
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Figure 6.84: Comparisons between the three coupling methods at a collocation res-

olution of 65 x 65 points per element. The top left figure (a) compares
direct assembly to full iteration, the top right figure (b) compares di-
rect assembly to epicardial iteration and the bottom figure (c) compares

epicardial iteration to full iteration.
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Direct and Full Direct and Epicardial Epicardial and FUII

Relative RMS error
Maximum Signal diff.
Minimum Signal diff.

0.00029
0.03%
0.03%

0.00026
0.03%
0.00%

0.00037
0.06%
0.03%

Table 6.9: Numerical comparisons between the body surface potential traces from a
concentric circular test case coupled by direct assembly, epicardial itera-
tion and full iteration.

Refinemenl x0 x1 x2 x3

Number of collocation points
Number of cavity boundary elements (linear)
Number of endocardial boundary elements (linear)
Number of collocation matrix non-zeros
Number of cavity matrix non-zeros
Number of endocardial matrix non-zeros
Number of direct (endo) matrix non-zeros
Number of direct (endo, epi) matrix non-zeros

576

128
64

4672
16256
4096

15936

48257

2I76
256
728

18560

65280
16384

66100

796207

8448

384
256

73984
147072
65536
267872
610331

33280

640

512
294912
408960
262144
1076076
2138151

Table 6.10: A summary of the number of collocation points and boundary element
nodes, along with the number of non-zeros in the various matrix systems

for a concentric circular problem.

As is illustrated in Figure 6.84 and from the data in Table 6.9 it can be seen that the traces

generated by the three solution methods are essentially the same. Table 6.10 gives a brief

summary of the numbers of collocation points and boundary element nodes present at each

refinement level, along with the number of non-zero matrix entries in each of the subproblems.

(For the full iteration case the number of collocation points moves one column to the left.)

6.L0 Torso slice refinement

An equivalent series of tests are performed on the homogeneous torso slice mesh described in

Section 6.8.2 and illustrated by Figwe 6.63. The slice is stimulated by injecting current along

a line perpendicular to the left ventricular free wall and the fixed torso reference potential is on

the front of the torso, exterior to the right pectoralis major muscle. The unrefined case uses 9 x 9

collocation points in each of the 28 finite elements that describe the cardiac geometry, along with

96 boundary elements in each of the ventricles and a further 128 boundary elements around the

epicardium. Here 24 boundary elements are used to describe the torso surface. The collocation

point resolution is refined to 17 x 17,33 x 33 and finally 65 x 65 points per finite element with
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all of the boundary element surfaces being refined to parallel the collocation point resolution.

Again all conductivities are isotropic with an intracellular conductivity of 0.25 mS mm-r and

unitary extracellular and extramyocardial conductivities. The cubic ionic current model is used

to model the cellular processes with the parameters given in Section 6.7.2.

6.10.1 Direct assemblY

Using the techniques described in Section 5.3, all four regions (cardiac, torso and two ventri-

cles) are assembled into a single matrix system allowing body surface potentials to be obtained

directly from cardiac electrical activity. Three torso surface nodes are used to display the calcu-

lated body surface potential traces over time. The first point (Point 1) is located in the middle

of the posterior torso surface, the second point (Point 2) is located on the left latissimus dorsi,

and the third point (Point 3) is located just posterior to the left pectoralis major muscle. These

points are shown graphically in Figure 6.85.

Figure 6.85: The three torso nodes at which body surface traces are drawn. The first
point (Point 1) is shown in blue, the second (Point 2) is in red and the
third (Point 3) is in green.

Figure 6.86 shows body surface potential traces from these three nodes at the four levels of
refinement examined and the traces are overlayed in Figure 6.87 to demonstrate the convergence

of the solution as the mesh is refined.

The traces become significantly smoother as the mesh is refined and the signals become slightly

shorter as better diffrrsion tracking increases the observed conduction velocity. Again only

minor differences can be seen between the two finest levels of refinement. For the numerical

comparisons, twelve nodes are used that are approximately equally spaced around the torso

surface and that are common to all of the refinement levels. The results of these comparisons

are shown in Table 6.1 1. The relative RMS errors and the maximum integrated signal values

decrease as is expected with the mesh refinements.
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Figure 6.86: Body surface traces from the homogeneous slice mesh where all re-
gions are directly assembled. Shown are traces from the different lev-
els of refinement.

Refinement level x0 and xl xI and x2 x2 and xJ
Relative RMS error

Maximum absolute signal diff.
0.21475
2034%

0.12t79
7.LL%

0.04432
0.49%

Table 6.11: Numerical comparisons between body surface traces for the different
refinement levels on the directly assembled coupled slice mesh.
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Figure 6.87: Refinement comparisons from the coupled slice mesh where all re-
gions are directly assembled. Two traces of the sam€ colour indicate
solutions from one point at two refinement levels.
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6.10.2 Epicardial fixed point iterations

The refinement process described in Section 6.10.1 is repeated here with two directly assembled

ventricular regions and a fixed point iteration across the epicardial surface. Figures (6.88F

(6.91) show body surface potential traces from the three torso nodes of interest at all of the

tested refinement levels, along with plots showing the number of iterations that are required to

achieve convergence. For these simulations the potential tolerance is set to 0.1mV and the flux

tolerance is set to 0.1 pA mm-2. Figure 6.92 shows the overlayed traces converging to a steady

solution.
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Figure 6.88: Body surface traces generated using the epicardial iteration method

on the unrefined coupled slice mesh. The traces in the left figure (a)
are from the unrefined mesh and the number of iterations required to
achieve convergence are shown in the right figure (b).

The numerical comparisons reported in Table 6.12 show similar trends to those observed in the

direct assembly case where the relative RMS errors and the maximum absolute integrated signal

differences show good convergence.

Refinement level x0 and x7 xI and x2 x2 and x3
Relative RMS error

Maximum absolute signal diff.
0.2t747
20.52%

0.12103
7.20%

0.04396
0.43y

Table 6.12: Numerical comparisons of the body strface signals from twelve nodes

spaced around the torso surface of the coupled slice mesh with epicar-
dial iterations.
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Figure 6.89: Body surface traces generated using the epicardial iteration method on
the once refined coupled slice mesh. The traces in the left figure (a)

are from the once refined mesh and the number of iterations required
to achieve convergence are shown in the right figure (b).
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Figure 6.90: Body surface traces generated using the epicardial iteration method on
the twice refined coupled slice mesh. The haces in the left figure (a)
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to achieve convergence are shown in the right figure (b).
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Figure 6.91: Body surface traces generated using the epicardial iteration method on

the three times refined coupled slice mesh. The traces in the left figure
(a) are from the three times refined mesh and the number of iterations
required to achieve convergence are shown in the right figure O)

6.10.3 Comparing the methods

In a manner similar to that used in Section 6.9.4, traces from the two available methods at the

finest refinement level are overlayed to test for any differences between the converged solu-

tions. The differences are illustrated graphically in Figure 6.93 where the direct assembly and

epicardial fixed point iteration traces are overlayed. For the reasons outlined in Section 6.8.4,

no results are produced using the three surface fixed point iteration method.

Any differences that are present in the signals are difficult to detect graphically and the numeri-

cal comparisons presented in Table 6.13 show the signals to be practically identical.

Direct assembly and epicardial iteration

Relative RMS error
Maximum absolute signal diff.

0.00369
0.15%

Table 6.13: Numerical comparisons between the signals generated by the direct as-

sembly and epicardial iteration methods on the coupled slice mesh at

the finest refinement level.
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Figure 6.92: Comparisons between the solutions from different refinement levels
for the homogeneous torso slice with epicardial iterations.
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cardial iteration method and the direct assembly method on a coupled
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6.lL Computational considerations

Barr & Plonsey (1984) describe a method that dynamically tracks the active region within a

finite difference mesh around the active wavefront in an effort to reduce the number of com-

putations required on large meshes. This method was adapted here to also work with the ionic

current calculations in an implicit solution scheme. Many tests were performed to evaluate the

performance of dynamic hacking and while significant performance improvements are possible

with the cubic cell model (no recovery), none of the simulations reported here are run using

dynamic tracking. The most common problem is that dynamic tracking distorts the foot of the

action potential. Secondly, with many modem biophysically based cell models a very large

number of time steps must be tracked before a point is considered inactive, or else the scheme

inactivates cells during the plateau phase. The final reason why dynamic tracking is not used

is because when a realistic action potential duration is used, most of the collocation points are

active most of the time. In this situation the additional computational overhead associated with

dynamic tracking actually causes the simulations to run slower.

Using a purely explicit solution technique to solve for the transmembrane potential over the

cardiac region produces solutions in a relatively fast time, especially for three dimensional

problems. The method does break down, however, in regions of high curvature where pro-

hibitively small temporal and spatial resolutions are required to generate stable solutions. Using

a semi-implicit technique increases the time taken to generate a solution as both implicit and

explicit components are created. The stability at a theta value of 0.5 (which relates to half of the

explicit plus half of the implicit solution) is only slightly better than a purely explicit scheme.

The implicit solution method remains stable over curved regions with most time steps that are

reasonable in terms of the active processes and therefore an implicit solution scheme is used for

most of the simulations.

Where a matrix solution is required from either a boundary element or a coupled finite/boundary

element matrix, a dense LU solver is used (normally the Lapack DGETRFiDGETRS solver).

This can only be used on small collocation or coupled collocation matrices as all matrix en-

tries must be stored. A biconjugate gradient solver (BICG) and a generalised minimal residual

(GMRES) solver are the iterative solvers that have been trialled for collocation problems, both

of which use compressed row sparsity. The solution times returned by these two solvers are

nearly identical over a range of different problems. Starting from the previous solution and us-

ing a simple prediction algorithm, relatively few orthogonalisations are required by the iterative

solvers to produce the new solution (often less than 0.0001 times the number of equations for
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large problems). Three direct sparse solvers were also tested for isolated and coupled colloca-

tion problems. They were a Harwell Ma28 solver, a SuperLU solver and a UMFPACK solver.

The UMFPACK solver appears to be the fastest of the direct solvers, followed by the SuperLU

solver. In one and two dimensions the fastest direct solver is faster than the fastest iterative

solver for all of the tested problems. The time taken to perform the factorisation, which is only

done once on static domains, is insignificant compared to the time taken for the substitution

steps and these steps are faster than an iterative solution. It is estimated that the amount of fill-
in generated by the factorisation of an isolated collocation matrix in two dimensions is around

ten times the original number of non-zeros. In three dimensions however, more than 100 times

fill-in is often generated. As well as taking a very long time to perform the factorisation, the

factorised matrix becomes difficult to store making it impractical for problems with more than

20000 points. The iterative solvers have neither of these problems and so they are the prefened

option for all three dimensional problems. If a simulation is being nm on a deforming domain,

the iterative solvers are also faster because the direct solvers must refactorise the solution matrix

after every deformation and this is slower than an iterative solution across all dimensions.

The ability of the boundary element method to solve accurately near cusp points is compro-

mised as the mesh is refined. Although all of the resolutions demonstrated here show good

convergence, if the boundary element mesh in the right ventricle is refined several more times

in isolation, the nodes adjacent to the cusp nodes on opposite sides of the cusp create problems.

The equations these nodes produce are approximately linearly dependent and are therefore un-

able to generate accurate solutions.

6.11.1 Initial iteration solutions

Many different initial solutions can be used to start the iterative process at each time step. As is

shown in Section 6.8, if the iterative process is convergent, the choice of the initial solution has

no influence on the final value of the fixed point that is found. There are however, significant

differences in the number of iterations that are required to achieve a converged solution. The

figures in Section 6.8 demonstrate the number of iterations that are required to get a converged

solution when the iterations are started either from zero or from other constant values. This has

not been found to be the most efficient way to start the iterations. Starting from a solution field

generated by an equivalent dipole source provides a solution in fewer iterations as long as the

dipoles are appropriately scaled. If the dipole scaling is inaccurate, the constant field approach

can be faster. There is also a significant time and memory overhead associated with setting up
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and storing the equivalent dipole problem. The method that is adopted for the large simulations

in this thesis starts from the converged solution at the previous time step. As small time steps

are required to accurately track the activation wavefront, the solution does not change rapidly

between the time steps. This allows converged solutions to be found in only a small number

of iterations without the need to add the computational overhead of another dipole problem.

Section 6.9.2, Section 6.9.3 and Section 6.10.2 give an indication of the number of iterations

needed using this method.

6.1L.2 Direct assemblv or iteration?

Sections 6.9 and 6.10 show that both of the new coupling techniques generate the same solution

fields on sufficiently refined meshes. These sections do not, however, discuss the computational

speed of these methods. For two dimensional problems, performing a sparse LU decomposition

on a coupled collocation matrix results in no more than 20 times the original number of non-

zeros being generated (20 times fill-in). As the decomposition only needs to be performed once,

this provides a very efficient solution technique requiring only forward and backward substitu-

tions at each time step along with a right hand side vector update. This ability to generate LU

decompositions for coupled problems in a reasonable time gives the direct assembly approach a

large advantage. Although exact timings vary from case to case it has been found that the direct

assembly method is usually more than 5 times faster than the epicardial iteration method, and

on the circular meshes, the full iteration method proved to be twice as slow as the epicardial

iteration method. The direct assembly method is still faster even if only one iteration is needed

for convergence. Apart from the overheads in transferring solutions from the collocation mesh

to the boundary element mesh and vice-versa, the application of the updated boundary condi-

tions to the boundary element nodes generates a significant overhead. For the directly coupled

method only some of the right hand side vector needs to be updated at each time step and this

is done by a dot product over the local quadratic element points and the stored transmembrane

potential values. With the iterative method, most boundary element nodes are updated at each

iteration step and this requires a dense matrix vector product to generate the correct right hand

side vectors. As is shown in Table 6.10, the number of non-zero matrix entries in a directly

assembled system is more than double the number of non-zeros generated if the subproblems

are separated so there may be a substantial memory saving to be made with this approach. It has

also been observed that the direct assembly method is also better at coping where there are very

different conductivities on either side of a cardiac boundary. In this case the iterative methods

take more iterations to find solutions that balance the boundarv fluxes.
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6.11.3 Computational specifications

CHAPTER 6, COUPLING UALIDATION

All of the simulations performed in this thesis were run on Silicon Graphics Incorporated (SGD

computers. Most simulations were run on an SGI Origin 2000 at The University of Auckland's

high performance computing centre. This has 32 processors running at 250MHz. Each pro-

cessor has 64KB of level 1 and 4MB of level 2 cache. This is a shared memory architecture

with 10GB of main memory and 40GB of swap space. Some of the smaller simulations are nrn

either on an SGI Octane or an SGI 02 computer. The software for running these simulations is

written inside the CMISS modelling package developed in the Department of Engineering Sci-

ence at The University of Auckland, specifically for solving bioengineering problems. Further

information about the software package is available atwww.cmiss.org.
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